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0'#-#05,-6756079 % c#:,/7 % 0#$ % :, % #776D$,; % 51 % # % D6>,$ % 64#D, % 6$ % 75#D,7C % :" % ;622,-,$5 % @,1@/, % (1-.6$D%
6$;,@,$;,$5/"9%I'151O7'#-6$D%#$;%0144<$60#561$%511/7%/6.,%E/60.-j%#$;%E#0,:11.k%'#>,%4#;,%5',%/6$.6$D%
#$; % /#:,/6$D % 12 % 64#D,7 % #$; % @,1@/, % #$; % 5'6$D7 % [<65, % ,#7"C % ,$#:/6$D % ,>,$ % 0#7<#/ % <7,-7 % 51 % 4#.,%
01$5-6:<561$79 %T,#$('6/, % 5',-, % 67 % 01$76;,-#:/, % ,221-5 %:,6$D %@<5 % 6$51 % 5', %;,76D$ %12 %:15'% 7"75,47%12%
6$0,$56>,7 % 21- % ,$01<-#D6$D % 5', % 01$5-6:<561$ %12 % W[<#/65"X % 6$21-4#561$C % #$; % 511/7 % 21- % 6;,$562"6$D % #$;%
(,,;6$D%1<5%W@11-O[<#/65"X%6$21-4#561$9%?%2,(%0144,-06#/%4,;6#%4#$#D,4,$5%7"75,47%7<0'%#7%E/60.-%
#@@,#-%51%'#>,%7<00,772<//"%/,>,-#D,;%@,,-%@-1;<0561$%12%64#D,%/#:,/7%51%,$'#$0,%5',%@-,06761$%12%5',6-%
64#D, % -,5-6,>#/9 %+" % #//1(6$D % <7,-7 % 51 % 0-,#5, % /#:,/7 % 5'#5 % #-, % <7,2</ % 21- % 5',4 % @,-71$#//"C % #$; % 5',$%
#DD-,D#56$D%/#-D,%$<4:,-7%12%5',7,%/#:,/7%#$;%4#.6$D%5',4%P7,46OQ%@<:/60/"%#>#6/#:/,C%5',7,%7"75,47%
7<00,,;%:15'%6$%,$01<-#D6$D%#%74#//%46$1-65"%12%<7,-7%51%0-,#5,%/#:,/7C%#$;%6$%4#.6$D%5'17,%/#:,/7%<7,2</%
51%4#$"%15',-79

3$%Saaa%J#>6;%&51-.%(#7%#41$D%5',%26-75%@,1@/,%51%-,01D$6L,%5',%@15,$56#/%12%014:6$6$D%@,,-%@-1;<0561$%

h E1-%,N#4@/,C%01$76;,-%c,>6$K7%0/#64%5'#5%@,1@/,%'#>,%;62260</5"%-,01D$6L6$D%2#0,7%(65'%,5'$60%2,#5<-,7%51%('60'%5',"%
'#>,%$15%:,,$%-,D</#-/"%,N@17,;9

H 3%@-,7,$5%+,$./,-K7%#-D<4,$57%',-,%$15%51%,N@-,77%4"%7<@@1-5%21-%5',4C%:<5%51%,N@/#6$%'1(%5',%64#D,%-,01D$6561$%'#7%
:,,$%2-#4,;%#7%#%@,,-%@-1;<0561$%@-1:/,49%E1-%#%0-6560#/%-,>6,(%12%+,$./,-%#$;%15',-7K%0/#647%21-%5',%7<@,-61-65"%12%@,,-%
@-1;<0561$C%7,,%J<D<6;9%

j i#'11l%3$09C%WE/60.-%m%I'151%&'#-6$DCX%]'55@F^^2/60.-9014^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AaC%ABBH9
k E#0,:11.C%]'55@F^^(((92#0,:11.9014^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AaC%ABBH9
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http://www.facebook.com/
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(65'%#-562606#/%6$5,//6$D,$0,%1-%W4#0'6$,%/,#-$6$DCX%;,70-6:6$D%#%7"75,4%21-%'#->,756$D%#$;%#DD-,D#56$D%
74#//%:657%12%<7,2</%6$21-4#561$%2-14%4#77,7%12%@,1@/,%Pf,#-75%,5%#/Q9%c<67%b1$%?'$%/#5,-%#@@/6,;%5'67%
01$0,@5%51%64#D,%/#:,/6$D%(65'%5',%=&I%g#4,%P>1$%?'$%n%J#::67'Q9%3$%5'67%D#4,C%5(1%#$1$"41<7%
@/#",-7%01//#:1-#5,%51%;,70-6:,%#$%64#D,9%+15'%@/#",-7%#-,%@-,7,$5,;%(65'%5',%7#4,%64#D,C%#$;%#-,%#7.,;%
51%5"@,%/#:,/7%5'#5%;,70-6:,%5',%64#D,9%=#0'%@/#",-%7,,7%1$/"%',-%1($%/#:,/79%?7%711$%#7%:15'%@/#",-7%'#>,%
,$5,-,;%5',%7#4,%/#:,/C%5',"%#-,%01$76;,-,;%51%'#>,%W#D-,,;X%1$%5'#5%/#:,/C%#$;%5',%@-10,77%:,D6$7%#D#6$%
(65'%# %$,(%64#D,9 %M',%D#4,% 67 % 51% 26$;%75-#5,D6,7% 5'#5 % -,7</5 % 6$ % -#@6;%#D-,,4,$59 %?% /#5,- %>#-6#561$C%
I,,.#:114C%<7,7%#%7646/#- %#@@-1#0'% 51% /#:,/ %$15% G<75 %('1/,% 64#D,7%:<5 %7@,06260% -,D61$7%12% 64#D,7C%
4#.6$D%65%@1776:/,%21-%-,01D$6L,-7%<76$D%5'17,%/#:,/7%51%-,01D$6L,%6$;6>6;<#/7%6$%D-1<@%@'1517%P>1$%?'$%,5%
#/Q9%!,0,$5/"%g11D/,%'#7%6$01-@1-#5,;%>1$%?'$K7%7125(#-,%6$51%657%64#D,%7,#-0'%,$D6$,9a%

f<4#$%/#:,/6$D%12%64#D,7%0#$%:,%014:6$,;%(65'%76D$#/%@-10,776$D%51%#00,/,-#5,%5',%-,01D$6561$%@-10,779%
f<4#$O/#:,/,;%64#D,7%0#$%:,%@-1>6;,;%#7%5-#6$6$D%;#5#%21-%-,01D$6561$%41;,/7C%#$;%5',%-,7</57%12%'<4#$%
/#:,/6$D%0#$%:,%014@#-,;%51%#/D1-65'460%-,7</57%51%0',0.%[<#/65"%#$;%4#.,%64@-1>,4,$57%PT<//,-%,5%#/Q9%
M'67%5,0'$1/1D"%67%#/-,#;"%4#.6$D%657%(#"%6$51%5',%4#-.,5@/#0,9%!6"#SB%#$;%I1/#-%!17,SS%#-,%5(1%-,0,$5/"%
21-4,;%014@#$6,7%'1@6$D%51%<7,%;675-6:<5,;%#$$15#561$7%2-14%5',6-%<7,-7%51%5-#6$%-,01D$6561$%41;,/7C%
('60'%0#$%5',$%:,%<7,;%51%4#.,%5',%#$$15#561$%@-10,77%,#76,-9%M',%'1@,%67%5'#5%7<0'%7"75,47%(6//%21-4%#%
>6-5<1<7%0"0/,C%(65'%5',%,$;%-,7</5%:,6$D%#%(,:%12%64#D,7%#7%,#76/"%7,#-0'#:/,%#7%5',%5,N5%(,:%67%51;#"9

M',%/#:,/6$D%12%64#D,7%(65'%.,"(1-;7%-,@-,7,$56$D%01$0,@57C%#7%(,//%#7%5',%#/D1-65'460%4#$6@</#561$%12%
64#D,7%#$;%5',6-%#77106#5,;%/#:,/7%51%,$#:/,%7,#-0'C%#-,%:15'%21-47%12%('#5%o</6#$%R#-$,-%0#//7%W7,461560%
/#:1-FX%(1-.%;1$,%(65'%#$;%1$%7"4:1/7%#$;%76D$7%PR#-$,-Q9 %R#-$,-%0#5,D1-6L,7%7,461560%/#:1-%6$51%
7"$5#0560%#$;%7,4#$560%/#:1-C%(',-,%5',%21-4,-%67%01$0,-$,;%(65'%21-4#/%-,@-,7,$5#561$7%12%4,#$6$DC%
('6/,%5',%/#55,-%67%01$0,-$,;%(65'%4,#$6$D%657,/29%f,%#-D<,7%5'#5%5',%'6751-"%12%6$21-4#561$%7"75,47%'#7%
:,,$%51%5-#$721-4%7,4#$560%/#:1-%6$51%7"$5#0560%/#:1-C%7<65#:/,%21-%#/D1-65'460%,N,0<561$%:"%014@<5,-79%3$%
5',%0#7,%12%-,01D$6561$%7"75,47C%(,%7,,%5',%1@@1765,%5-,$;%#7%(,//F%7"$5#0560%7"75,47%-,@/#06$D%@<-,/"%
7"$5#0560%/#:1-%(65'%'":-6;%7"75,47%5'#5%1<571<-0,%5',6-%7,4#$560%/#:1-%51%46//61$7%12%'<4#$79%M',%;6D65#/%
,01$14"%'#7%/1$D%-,/6,;%1$%2-,,%/#:1-%PM,--#$1>#QC%71%65%67%$1%7<-@-67,%51%7,,%5'#5%7"75,47%21-%<56/6L6$D%5'67%
/#:1-%#-,%:,0146$D%5'1-1<D'/"%-#561$#/6L,;9%=N0'#$D,7%6$%('60'%4#77,7%12%(1-.,-7%('1%014@/,5,%714,%
460-1O5#7.%#-,%-,(#-;,;%(65'%41$,"%1-%,$5,-5#6$4,$5C%7<0'%#7%?4#L1$9014%3$09K7%WT,0'#$60#/%M<-.XSA%
#$;%T"0-125%3$09K7%WT"0-125%d,5(1-.CXSe%,N,4@/62"%5'67%$,(%:-,,;%12%/#:1-%4#-.,59%g6>,$%5'#5%>1/<$5,,-%
/#:1-%@11/7%@-1467,%/1(O0175%:<5%:#$;(6;5'O6$5,$76>,%71/<561$7%51%;62260</5%@-1:/,47C%5',-,%67%$#5<-#//"%#%
'6D'%/,>,/%12%6$5,-,75%6$%7<0'%7"75,479%M',-,%'#7%:,,$%#%74#//%:<5%75,#;"%75-,#4%12%#0#;,460%@#@,-7%
;,>15,;%51%5',%<$;,-75#$;6$D%12%5',7,%7"75,47%pq,//"%,5%#/9C%c<;21-;%,5%#/9C%+,,$,$%,5%#/9rC%#/1$D76;,%#%
74#//,-C%/,77%75,#;"%5-60./,%12%0-656[<,9S\%!,0,$5/"%T3M%#$$1<$0,;%5',%0-,#561$%12%0-177O;6706@/6$#-"%0,$5,-%
;,>15,;%51%-,7,#-0'%6$51%W01//,056>,/"%6$5,//6D,$5X%#77,4:/#D,7%12%@,1@/,%#$;%4#0'6$,79Sh

8&,,+*)$9(%&$1&%2(*/0

M',7,%7"75,47%0#$%,22606,$5/"%-,01D$6L,%01441$%1:G,057%#$;%(,//O.$1($%@,1@/,%#$;%@/#0,7C%:<5%7'1</;%
5',"%:,%0#<7,%21-%01$0,-$%#41$D%1-;6$#-"%@,1@/,Y%*1$76;,-%#$%64#D,%12%"1<-7,/2C%@,-'#@7%#%0#$;6;%@'151%

a g11D/,%3$09C%Wg11D/,%34#D,%c#:,/,-CX%]'55@F^^64#D,79D11D/,9014^64#D,/#:,/,-^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9
SB !6"#%3$09C%W!6"#%m%b67<#/%&,#-0'CX%]'55@F^^(((9-6"#9014^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9
SS I1/#-%!17,C%]'55@F^^(((9@1/#--17,9014^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9
SA ?4#L1$9014%3$09C%W?4#L1$%T,0'#$60#/%M<-.CX%]'55@F^^45<-.9014`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9
Se T"0-125%3$09C%WT"0-125%m%M,0'$1/1D"%d,,;7%I,1@/,CX%]'55@F^^4"0-125$,5(1-.9014^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9
S\ ?%$60,%,N#4@/,%12%5',%/#55,-%67%?#-1$%*1:/6$K7%&',,@%T#-.,5%]'55@F^^(((95',7',,@4#-.,59014^`9
Sh T3M%*,$5,-%21-%*1//,056>,%3$5,//6D,$0,C%]'55@F^^00694659,;<^`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9%
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http://cci.mit.edu/
http://www.thesheepmarket.com/
http://mycroftnetwork.com/
http://mturk.com/
http://www.polarrose.com/
http://www.riya.com/
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12%"1<%7'1@@6$D9%R,-,%5'67%64#D,%51%:,%@-10,77,;%:"%5',%=&I%g#4,C%65%67%>,-"%<$/6.,/"%5'#5%"1<%(1</;%:,%
-,01D$6L,;9%E1-%5'67%51%'#@@,$%5(1%@,1@/,C%:15'%12%('14%.$1(%('#5%"1<%/11.%/6.,%#$;%#-,%#:/,%51%
-,01D$6L,%5'#5%5',%@'151%;,@6057%"1<C%(1</;%'#>,%51%0'117,%51%@/#"%5',%D#4,%),+%'#@@,$%51%D,5%4#50',;%
<@%#7%01//#:1-#51-7%:"%5',%7"75,49%+<5%('#5%62%5',%7"75,4%.$,(%('1%"1<-%2-6,$;7%(,-,%#$;%01</;%@-,7,$5%
"1<-%64#D,%1$/"%51%5',4Y%&<;;,$/"%5',%@1776:6/65"%12%-,01D$6561$%:,014,7%4<0'%D-,#5,-9%M'67%67%5',%
#@@-1#0'%5#.,$%:"%E#0,:11.C%#%7106#/%$,5(1-.6$D%765,%('60'%-17,%51%@-146$,$0,%;<,%51%51%657%(6;,7@-,#;%
<7,%1$%01//,D,%0#4@<7,79%E#0,:11.%#//1(7%<7,-7%51%<@/1#;%@'1517%51%5',6-%@-126/,79%E-6,$;7%#$;%01$5#057%
12%5'#5%<7,-%0#$%5',$%6;,$562"%5',%@,1@/,%;,@605,;%6$%5',%@'15179%I,$;6$D%01$26-4#561$%:"%5',%@'151%1($,-C%
5',7,%@'1517%#-,%5',$%/6$.,;%51%5',%E#0,:11.%@-126/,7%12%5',%@,1@/,%;,@605,;9

&<->,"7%12%E#0,:11.%<7,-7%'#>,%7'1($%5'#5%5',"%[<60./"%#77,4:/,%;,5#6/,;%@<:/60%;1776,-7%1$%5',47,/>,7%
#$; % 5',6- % 2-6,$;7C %125,$ %(65'1<5 % -,D#-; % 21- %'1(%,#76/" % 5'67 % 6$21-4#561$%0#$ %:, %'#->,75,; % Pg-177 %n%
?0[<6756Q9%M'-1<D'%5',6-%$1-4#/%<7,%12%5',%7"75,4C%E#0,:11.%<7,-7%/6$.%'<$;-,;7%12%564,O75#4@,;%64#D,7%
51%;,5#6/,;%@-126/,7%12%5',47,/>,7%#$;%5',6-%2-6,$;79%&<0'%/#:1-%0#$%@-1;<0,%:15'%5-#6$6$D%;#5#%21-%2#06#/%
-,01D$6561$%41;,/7%#$;%26$,OD-#6$,;%01$5,N5<#/%6$21-4#561$%#:1<5%('1%(#7%(',-,C%#$;%(',$9%M',%/#55,-%
0#$%:,%<7,;%51%76D$6260#$5/"%64@-1>,%5',%@,-21-4#$0,%12%PJ#>67%,5%#/9Q%1-%014@/,5,/"%-,@/#0,%Pd##4#$%,5%
#/9Q%5',%21-4,-9

:$*&;$/110+'/,+(*$<(9/+*=$>(9&0/*<$2&'6%+,#

f":-6;%#77,4:/#D,7%12%@,1@/,%#$;%4#0'6$,7%'#>,%-,0,$5/"%:,,$%@-1@17,;%1-%64@/,4,$5,;%#7%71/<561$7%51%
#%$<4:,-%12%01$5-1>,-76#/%@-1:/,47C%(65'%7,-61<7%64@/60#561$7%21-%>67<#/%@-6>#0"9%3$%o<$,%ABBH%g1>,-$1-%
!60.%I,--"%12%M,N#7%#$$1<$0,;%#%@/#$%51%7@,$;%sh%46//61$%1$%#%7"75,4%5'#5%(1</;%@<5%(,:%0#4,-#7%#/1$D%
5',%75#5,K7%:1-;,-%(65'%T,N601%Pg1$L#/,L%n%!#50/622,Q9%M',%0#4,-#7%(1</;%:,%,[<6@@,;%(65'%$6D'5%>6761$%
7,$71-7%#$;%#00,776:/,%51%#$"1$,%(65'%#$%3$5,-$,5%01$$,0561$9%R1</;O:,%>6D6/#$5,7%01</;%41$651-%5',%
:1-;,-%2-14%5',%01421-5%12%5',6-%'14,7%#$;%0#//%#%51//O2-,,%$<4:,-%51%-,@1-5%7<7@6061<7%#056>656,79%?7%12%
V051:,-%ABBHC%5',%0#4,-#7%(,-,%6$%@/#0,%:<5%$15%",5%1$/6$,%;<,%51%5,0'$60#/%014@/60#561$7%P*#756//1Q9%

g#4, % ;,76D$,-7 % '#>, % 7<DD,75,; % 5'#5 % # % 7646/#- % 7"75,4 %46D'5 % 7,->, % 51 % 64@-1>, % #6-@1-5 % 70-,,$6$D%
@-10,;<-,7%Pq175,-C %R#/7'Q9%c6.,%5',%;,76D$,-7%12% 5',%=&I%g#4,C% 5',"%@-1@17,%5'#5% 5',%@-1:/,4%12%
#6-@1-5%70-,,$6$D%:,%-,O64#D6$,;%#7%#%4#776>,/"%4</56O@/#",-%D#4,%6$%('60'%;675-6:<5,;%0-1(;7%014@,5,%
51%6;,$562"%;#$D,-1<7%@,1@/,%(65'1<5%#006;,$5#//"%5-6DD,-6$D%7,#-0',7%12%6$$10,$579%M'1<D'%5',%D#4,%
;,76D$,-7%@-,7,$5%5'67%6;,#%41-,%#7%#%5'1<D'5%,N@,-64,$5%5'#$%#%7,-61<7%71/<561$C%6$%@-6$06@/,%65%;1,7%$15%
;622,-%4<0'%2-14%g1>,-$1-%I,--"K7%71/<561$%51%5',%@-1:/,4%12%:1-;,-%7,0<-65"9%&'1</;%5',%M-#$7@1-5#561$%
&,0<-65"%?<5'1-65"%;,06;,%51%#;1@5%7<0'%#$%#@@-1#0'C%5',"K//%:,%D/#;%51%.$1(%5'#5%1$,%D#4,%014@#$"%'#7%
#/-,#;"%;1$,%4175%12%5',%(1-.%21-%5',4F%I,-7<#76>,%g#4,79%3$%5',6-%D#4,%?6-@1-5%&,0<-65"%@/#",-7%0#$%
5,75%5',6-%:#DD#D,O70-,,$6$D%7.6//7%2-14%5',6-%0,//%@'1$,7%1-%1$%5',%(,:9SH

?910+'/,+(*2$3(%$1%+5/'#

!,01D$6561$%/6$.7%64#D,7%51%@,1@/,9%3$0-,#76$D/"C%5',%564,%#$;%/10#561$%#5%('60'%64#D,7%(,-,%0#@5<-,;%67%
#<514#560#//"%-,01-;,;C%71%5'#5%-,01D$6561$%/6$.7%@,1@/,% 51%@#-560</#-%564,7%#$;%@/#0,7%#7%(,//9 %M'<7%
-,01D$6561$%5,0'$1/1D6,7%0#--"%#//%5',%@-6>#0"%:#DD#D,%12%/10#561$O7,$76$D%5,0'$1/1D6,79%c6.,%/10#561$%
7,$76$D%5,0'$1/1D6,7C%-,01D$6561$%5,0'$1/1D6,7%0#$%#/71%-,>,#/% 6$21-4#561$%#:1<5%7106#/ %$,5(1-.7C %:"%

SH I,-7<#76>,%g#4,7%cc*C%WM',%?-0#;,%R6-,F%?6-@1-5%&,0<-65"CX%
]'55@F^^(((9@,-7<#76>,D#4,79014^D#4,7^D#4,9#7@NYD#4,t#-0#;,(6-,#6-@1-5`C%/#75%#00,77,;%V051:,-%AHC%ABBH9%%
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http://www.persuasivegames.com/games/game.aspx?game=arcadewireairport
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(describing data spill by credit card processor that may have led to identity theft).
135 See SALZMAN & THOMPSON, supra note 30, at 17–18 (noting externality exists where

factory pollutes air but does not have to pay costs associated with this pollution).
136 Id. at 18.
137 Id.
138 Id. (“[Where] factory has to pay for the external harm it causes, then it will reduce its

pollution.  The process for forcing the factory to recognize environmental and social costs is

steal Donna’s name, credit card number, and security code.  An
identity thief runs up $10,000 in purchases on her credit card.
Donna has to spend much time and money sorting out this mess and
is never able to re-establish her good credit rating.  The Information
Revolution has indeed damaged Donna’s privacy.

III.  PRIVACY INJURIES ARE LIKE ENVIRONMENTAL HARMS

The privacy injuries of the Information Age are structurally
similar to the environmental damage of the smokestack era.  Two
key concepts that have been used to understand environmental
damage—the “negative externality” and the “tragedy of the
commons”—also shed light on privacy injuries.

A. NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES

Negative externalities exist whenever someone utilizes a resource
but is able to impose on others the costs of that use.135  The costs are
said to be “external” to the user and to result in “negative
externalities.”136  For example, a manufacturer of steel pipes must
pay to use resources such as iron or labor.  If it wishes to emit
pollutants, however, the costs (such as respiratory problems among
the surrounding populace) are borne not by the manufacturer but by
others in society.  Since it does not have to bear these costs, the
company has little incentive to minimize them.  Instead, it will
wastefully “use up” the clean air resource in the way that it would
never consume iron, labor, or any other resource for which it had to
pay.137  This leads the company, and others like it, to create too much
air pollution and other negative externalities.  To solve this problem,
it is necessary to force the company to bear or “internalize” the costs
of the pollution that it is creating.  Only then will it have an
incentive to reduce it.138
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known as internalizing the externalities.”).
139 The tragedy of the commons thus serves as a counterpoint to Adam Smith’s “invisible

hand” which posits that the pursuit of individual self-interest will enhance the wealth of the
larger society.  See Shi-Ling Hsu, What Is a Tragedy of the Commons?  Overfishing and the
Campaign Spending Problem, 69 ALB. L. REV. 75, 78–79 (2005) (contrasting Hardin and
Smith).

140 See generally Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 SCIENCE 1243 (1968)
(discussing phenomenon known as “tragedy of the commons”).

141 Id. at 1244.  
142 See id. (“Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.”); see also SALZMAN & THOMPSON,

supra note 30, at 16 (“[I]ndividually rational behavior is collectively deficient.”).
143 SALZMAN & THOMPSON, supra note 30, at 16–17.
144 See Hsu, supra note 139, at 76 (“[A] true tragedy of the commons specifically involves

B. THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS

The “tragedy of the commons” explains how economically rational,
self-interested use of a commonly owned resource can result in the
destruction of that resource.139  The classic example, drawn from an
essay by Garrett Hardin, concerns cattle herders who graze their
animals on a commonly owned field of grass.140  Hardin theorized
that from the perspective of the individual cattle herder it is rational
to increase the number of his cattle that are grazing in the field.  He
gets the full benefit of adding another animal but shares the cost of
using up the grass with all others who have the right to graze in the
field.141  The individual herder, pursuing his self-interest, will
accordingly add another head of cattle to the field, then another, and
so on.  So will the other herders.  Eventually, there will be so many
cattle that they will eat down the grass to the point that it cannot
regenerate itself, rendering the field useless for grazing purposes.
All cattle herders will lose access to the resource.  What was
individually rational turns out to be collectively ruinous.142  The
same dynamic can be seen when fishermen exploit ocean stocks to
the point that the fish population crashes or when farmers draw
water from a common acquifer at such a rate that it is not able to
recharge itself and stops producing plentiful water.143  In each of
these situations, the users’ over-exploitation of the resource ends up
depriving them of its benefits.  It is this characteristic that separates
a “true” tragedy of the commons from other situations in which
exploiters of common resource impose externalities but do not
diminish their own ability to utilize the resource.144
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a situation in which the resource users are detracting from their own ability to continue to
exploit the resource.”).

145 The cost to a spammer of sending an email message is roughly 0.019 cents per message.
MARTIN ABADI ET AL., BANKABLE POSTAGE FOR NETWORK SERVICES 2 (Springer-Verlag 2003)
(copy on file with author), available at http://research.microsoft.com/research/sv/
pennyblack/demo/ticketserver.pdf.

146 See Zhang, supra note 87, at 305 (“Unlike traditional methods of advertising, spam
imposes the bulk of advertising fees on recipients rather than spammers.”); see also supra
notes 88–94 and accompanying text (describing these costs).

147 See Mossoff, supra note 27, at 665 (“In economists’ terms, spammers are creating
negative externalities through the use of their email accounts.”) (emphasis added); see also
Hirsch, supra note 28, at 244.  In at least one respect, spam may appear to differ from
environmental pollution.  In the environmental context, the polluter intends to make a useful
product and pollutes as an incidental side-effect of this activity.  In the spam situation, the
spammer intends to send the email, and the harm arises directly from this.  But are the
situations really so different?  A spammer’s intent is to market a product, not to clog up an
inbox.  In fact, most spammers will not want to overcrowd an inbox since this will be
detrimental to spam marketing.  Much like a polluter, the spammer intends to produce
something useful from his viewpoint (an advertisement) but ends up damaging others as an
inherent side-effect of this behavior.  It may be more difficult to distinguish the beneficial from
the harmful side of the spammer’s activity because both are contained within the same email
message.  But that does not change the fact that, as in the environmental arena, the
spammer’s activity has both a positive and a negative component, and the harmful side is
externalized onto others.

148 See supra note 85 and accompanying text.
149 Hirsch, supra note 28, at 244–45.

C. SPAM, EXTERNALITIES, AND THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS

These concepts provide insight into the spam problem.  A
spammer incurs small costs for computer equipment and labor145 but
imposes the larger costs of his activity—the time spent deleting
spam, the cost of filters, the lost email messages, and the higher
connection fees—on the recipients of his email barrage.146  Spam
spewed from a computer thus creates a negative externality in much
the same way that air emissions from a smokestack do.147  Since
spammers have no incentive to limit these external costs, they
wastefully use up the “inbox” resource sending as many as 250
million spam emails per day.148  As in the environmental context, the
way to get spammers to reduce this flow is to force them to
internalize the costs of their spam.

The failure to do so may well lead to a classic tragedy of the
commons.149  To understand this, it is important to view the
situation from the spammer’s perspective.  Any spammer in
possession of the proper email address may use it to market a
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150 See Hsu, supra note 139, at 79 n.25 (defining “open access” resource).  Filtering devices
can edit out some spam messages and thus limit access to the inbox commons.  But the
emergence of these programs has led to little more than a technological arms race with the
spammers, who are continually coming up with ways to circumvent the filters.  Mossoff, supra
note 27, at 630.  Moreover, if the filters become too fine, then desired emails might be diverted
or deleted, thereby destroying the utility of email—another tragedy, but this one achieved by
means of excessive fencing rather than excessive use.

151 See Hsu, supra note 139, at 94 (noting that in true tragedy of the commons, users of
resource are generally rivals in their race to exploit it).

152 As noted above, the cost is 0.019 cents per message.  ABADI ET AL., supra note 145, at
2; see also Robert E. Kraut et al., Pricing Electronic Mail to Solve the Problem of Spam 4 (Yale
Int’l Ctr. for Fin., Working Paper No. 05-24, 2005) (copy on file with author), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=753664 (arguing that low cost of sending
email makes it “economically rational for individual commercial emailers to distribute their
messages as widely as possible”).

153 See supra note 86 and accompanying text.
154 Mossoff, supra note 27, at 627.
155 Zhang, supra note 87, at 304; see also supra note 87 and accompanying text.

product,150 and so all may be said to have access to this resource.
From the spammer’s perspective, the benefit to sending an
additional email lies in the increased chance of making a sale.  The
cost lies in using up the attention that the recipient can devote to
reading email, thus decreasing the chance that the recipient will
actually view any given marketing message.  As with Hardin’s cattle
herder, the spammer appropriates the full benefit of each email (in
terms of the opportunity to make a sale) but shares the cost (in
terms of the recipient’s reduced attention) with all other spammers
who are trying to market to that recipient.  Moreover, the spammer
knows that if he refrains from sending an email in order to reduce
the recipient’s email burden, his competitors are likely to fill the
space he has left free.151  These circumstances, coupled with the
minimal cost of sending additional email,152 will cause the rational
spammer to send out more and more email just as they convince
cattle herders to continue to add more and more cattle.  This
explains the alarming trend in the number of spam emails over the
past few years—140 billion spam messages in 2001,153 261 billion in
2002,154 and 2 trillion in 2004155—with no end in sight.  Spammers
have become like cattle herders, driving more and more of their
beasts into the commons to gobble up the available grass, although
here the cattle are spam messages, the commons is the available
space in the inbox (or conceptualized differently, the available
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156 S. REP. NO. 108-102, at 6, as reprinted in 2004 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2348, 2352; see also
Hansell, supra note 90 (noting that Internet service providers believe email is becoming “an
increasingly unreliable” mode of communication); Kraut et al., supra note 152, at 3 (stating
that spam is “growing rapidly and threatens to choke off e-mail as a reliable and efficient
means of communication over the Internet”).

157 See “Unsolicited Commercial Email” Before the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation, 108th Cong. (2003), available at 2003 WL 21187271 (statement
of Mozelle W. Thompson, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission) (“[T]he volume of
unsolicited email is increasing exponentially and . . . we are at a ‘tipping point,’ requiring some
action to avert deep erosion of public confidence in email that could hinder, or even destroy, it
as a tool for communication and online commerce.”) (emphasis added); Dennis O’Reilly, Is E-
Mail Doomed?, PC WORLD, June 21, 2004, http://www.pcworld.com/article/id,
116606/article.html (stating that some experts worry “it won’t be possible to sufficiently stem
the tide” as people are moving away from email); see also CAN-SPAM Act of 2003, 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 7701(a)(2) (West 2003) (finding that “[t]he convenience and efficiency of electronic mail are
threatened by the extremely rapid growth in the volume of unsolicited commercial electronic
mail”); S. REP. NO. 108-102, at 7 (“[I]ndustry analysts are concerned that this trend could
influence millions of consumers to abandon the use of e-mail messaging as a viable means of
communication.”).

attention of the recipient), and the grass is the lucrative business of
selling Viagra, mortgages, or pornography.

As with the grazing field, the logical result of this behavior will
be to ruin the inbox as a valuable marketing resource.  Individuals
will receive so many spam messages that they will begin to ignore all
of them, filter them all out, or abandon email for other modes of
communication and shut down their inboxes (under our analogy, this
would be equivalent to the destruction of the grazing field).
Congress has recognized this very risk, stating that “[l]eft unchecked
at its present rate of increase, spam may soon undermine the
usefulness and efficiency of e-mail as a communications tool.”156  It
may turn people off from using email, thereby destroying the very
resource that spammers relied on in the first place.157  This makes
the spam phenomenon a true tragedy of the commons since those
exploiting the inbox (the spammers) will have damaged their own
ability to make use of this resource for their marketing campaigns
(in addition to causing a lot of harm to individual email users along
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158 When excessive spam causes an individual to abandon email, this harms more than the
spammers.  It also injures the individual associated with that email account (the recipient) and
those who send nonspam messages to that person.  Yet these additional injuries do not change
the core fact that the spammers, through their over-exploitation of the inbox resource, are also
damaging themselves.  It is this that makes the spam situation a true tragedy of the commons.
Hsu, supra note 139, at 76, 80–82.  Were they to recognize the long-term implications of the
situation and have a means of reaching a rough consensus, such users might well invite
regulation in order to avoid the destruction of their common resource.  Id. at 80.

159 See O’Reilly, supra note 157.  The process is already underway.  According to a 2003 poll
by Pew Internet and American Life Project, 25% of respondents said that spam is already
causing them to curtail their use of email.  Jonathan Krim, Senate Votes 97–0 to Restrict E-
Mail Ads:  Bill Could Lead to No-Spam Registry, WASH. POST, Oct. 23, 2003, at A01. 

160 See Hirsch, supra note 28, at 245.
161 See Schwartz, supra note 37, at 833 (noting that users of personal data are likely to

engage in “wasteful behavior” because they do not have to pay true costs of using it).
162 Hahn & Layne-Farrar, supra note 66, at 16; see also PETER P. SWIRE & ROBERT E. LITAN,

NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS:  WORLD DATA FLOWS, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, AND THE EUROPEAN
PRIVACY DIRECTIVE 8 (Brookings Inst. Press 1998) (noting companies “internalize[ ] the gains
from using the information but can externalize some of the losses and so ha[ve] a systematic
incentive to overuse it”); Nehf, supra note 28, at 79–80 (noting misuse of personal information,
like environmental damage, “imposes significant external costs”); Samuelson, supra note 11,
at 1132–33 (“[F]irms collect and process personal data . . . [b]ecause they are not forced to
internalize the societal costs of private sector processing of personal data.”).

the way).158  Left unchecked, spam will result in the killing of “the
killer ap.”159

D. PERSONAL INFORMATION, EXTERNALITIES, AND THE TRAGEDY OF THE
COMMONS

When a website gathers and sells personal information about one
of its users, or an Internet marketer or data miner uses this
information, they cause that individual to lose a degree of privacy.
This cost is borne by the user and is external to the business.  It is
a negative externality.160  As in the environmental context, this
means that the companies involved have little incentive to curtail
their use and so will tend to over-engage in the activities that create
the externalities.161  “In economic terms, the companies collecting
personal information impose a negative externality on consumers.
Because these companies benefit from the information they collect,
but do not face the costs they impose (i.e., the violation of consumers’
privacy), they collect ‘too much’ information.”162  Just as factories
have no reason to refrain from filling the air with pollutants, these
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163 Of course, the factory harms the external environment, while the privacy loss is an
internal one.  If the phrase is not too glib, such privacy harms could accordingly be referred
to as “internal externalities.”  I am indebted to Professor Craig Nard for helping me coin this
(hopefully) amusing phrase.

164 Hirsch, supra note 28, at 245–46.
165 See TURKINGTON & ALLEN, supra note 3, at 420 (“Disclosure of personal data is costless

to firms and may net profits, creating incentives to overuse such data.”).
166 The exception would be the company that is able to “brand” itself as being especially

protective of consumer privacy and turn this into a competitive advantage.
167 Hsu, supra note 139, at 76 (defining a “true” tragedy of the commons).
168 Litan, supra note 3, at 1058 & n.46 (citing Harris survey finding that “92% of consumers

are ‘concerned’ and 67% are ‘very concerned’ about misuse of their personal data online”).
Others recount that “an installed base of millions of users can quickly evaporate if customers
do not trust the provider” to treat their personal information with care.  Samuelson, supra note
11, at 1160. 

companies will not hesitate to collect, use, and flood the market with
detailed, personal information.163 

Once again, a tragedy of the commons lurks around the corner.164

Here, the “commons” is the collective willingness of individuals to
reveal their personal information on the Web.  It is the trust that
their informational privacy will, more or less, be respected.  Each
time a website sells personal data, a data miner infers sensitive
information, or a data spill exposes people to identity theft, a bit of
that trust is lost, and a bit of the commons disappears.  Websites,
marketers, and data miners receive all the benefits of their use of
personal information but share the cost (in terms of the erosion of
trust) with all others who depend on individuals to provide personal
information on the Web.  This gives them an incentive to continue
collecting, selling, and using as much personal information as they
possibly can.165  Companies that refrain from doing so will generally
lose out to competitors who are not so temperate.166  This increases
the incentive to make use of the information while the individual is
still willing to share it.  The end result promises to eat up and
destroy the very willingness to reveal personal data that these
businesses depend on.  As with spam, this will be a true tragedy of
the commons because over exploitation of the personal information
resource will end up harming those who are engaged in the
exploitation.167  Studies show that this is already happening.
According to one poll, “an overwhelming majority of Americans
consistently report that they are deterred from using the Internet
more than they currently do because of privacy-related fears.”168
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169 Samuelson, supra note 11, at 1129 (“The trust necessary for electronic commerce to
flourish requires the interests of individuals in information privacy to be given appropriate
deference. . . .”); accord Netanel, supra note 79, at 474 (“[C]onsumers will not use the Internet
for electronic commerce unless they are assured about personal privacy protection.”).

170 SALZMAN & THOMPSON, supra note 30, at 41.
171 See Hahn & Layne-Farrar, supra note 66, at 29–50 (surveying recent and proposed

privacy legislation).
172 See, e.g., Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act of 1999, Pub. L. No. 106-

102, 113 Stat. 1338 (codified in scattered sections of 12, 15, 16 & 18 U.S.C.) (protecting
financial data); Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-277, 112
Stat. 2681 (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501–6506 (2000)) (protecting children under thirteen from
online collection of personal information); Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986,
Pub. L. No. 99-508, 100 Stat. 1848 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510–2520,
2701–2711, 3121–3127 (2000)) (protecting against monitoring of electronic communications
such as telephone calls or emails); Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998, Pub.
L. No. 105-318, 112 Stat. 3007 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 1028(a)(7), (b)(1), 28 U.S.C.
§ 994 (2000)) (making identity theft a crime); Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (codified as amended in scattered sections of

Carried to its logical conclusion, this trend will lead consumers to
abandon e-commerce and other online activities for “real”
equivalents that protect privacy better.169  Consumer trust—the
commons on which the data driven businesses rely—will erode.  This
will undermine the viability of e-commerce and other beneficial
online activities.

IV.  ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY AS A MODEL FOR
PRIVACY REGULATION

How can we avoid the tragedy of the commons that threatens
email, e-commerce, and other online activity?  Here, too, there is
much to learn from environmental law and policy.  The field has
spent forty years preventing just such tragedies in the natural
world.  Many programs have been implemented, regulatory
experiments conducted, reports written, and policy discussions held.
This abundance of activity has made environmental law and
policy—perhaps more than any other area of administrative
practice—the center of creative thinking about regulation.170

This experience could greatly benefit the privacy field.  Today,
there is a growing sense that the Information Revolution has
produced unprecedented damage to privacy.  There have been
numerous calls for legislation and regulation,171 and some has been
enacted.172  Yet even as the desire for government intervention has
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283 Keith Perine, The Persuader, INDUS. STANDARD, Nov. 13, 2000, available at LEXIS. 
284 Id.; see also Litan, supra note 3, at 1059 (stating that OPA initiative was “prompted by

the threat of actual regulation”).  The OPA Guidelines require all organization members to
implement the following five measures:  (1) adopt and put into practice a “policy for protecting
the privacy of individually identifiable information” and encourage the adoption of such

It also offers lessons for program design.  Under the
environmental model, the government, not a private party, collects
the emission fees.  By departing from this model, Gates, AOL, and
Yahoo opened themselves to the charge of profiteering.  A proposal,
such as the one recommended in this Article, that employs a
government-imposed fee would stand on stronger footing.  The
environmental experience also suggests that Gates’s more ambitious
proposal was preferable to Yahoo and AOL’s limited plan.  The
Yahoo and AOL proposal would not meaningfully change spammers’
incentives and would allow them to continue sending free email if
they chose not to opt for the “preferred” system.  It would thus seek
payments from those who send messages that have real value, while
allowing the most abusive spammers to escape paying for the costs
of their activities.  It would also give the ISPs (AOL and Yahoo) an
incentive to filter out more and more “spam” email so as to push
business to pay for the certified status.  Just as an emission fee
system includes all sources of pollution, an email fee system should
cover all sources of email.  Gates was on the right track with his
more ambitious idea, although he erred by proposing that Microsoft
collect the fee.

VI.  USING REGULATORY COVENANTS TO PROTECT
INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY

 The environmental experience can also provide insight into
current efforts to protect informational privacy.  In 1996 and 1997,
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) told the largest online
businesses that if they did not do more to protect informational
privacy, it would require them to do so.283  This caused AOL,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and others to form the Online Privacy
Alliance (OPA) and to develop, on their own, a set of industry
guidelines for the collection, use, distribution, and security of
personal data.284  As a result, the FTC held off on federal regulation.
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policies by those organizations with whom they do business; (2) make sure that the privacy
policy is “easy to find” and understand and that it states clearly the content, use, and
distribution of the information being gathered and the choices available to individuals with
respect to the collection, use, and distribution of their information; (3) provide individuals with
a choice regarding how their information will be used that, at least, includes the ability to “opt-
out” of such use; (4) take measures to assure data reliability and to avoid “data loss, misuse[,]
or alteration”; and (5) implement procedures to assure that the data are “accurate, complete
[,] and timely” and provide a mechanism to correct inaccuracies.  See Online Privacy Alliance,
Guidelines for Online Privacy Policies, http://www.privacyalliance.org/resources/
ppguidelines.shtml (last visited Oct. 25, 2006).

285 Perine, supra note 283.
286 Id.
287 See supra notes 171–80 and accompanying text (describing how privacy field faces these

competing, and somewhat contradictory, demands).
288 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 258.
289 Id. at 259.

Subsequently, it became apparent that the OPA Guidelines would
not be sufficient.  Only a hundred or so companies and associations
joined the group, with major players such as Amazon.com and Lycos
choosing to remain on the sidelines.285  Pressure has again begun to
build for federal regulation, leading even the OPA to conclude that
it has “come up short.”286

The FTC and OPA’s experiment was more significant than most
realize.  Viewed through the lense of environmental policy, it can be
seen as a step, albeit an incomplete one, toward use of a second
generation tool known as a regulatory covenant.  The environmental
experience suggests that regulatory covenants can be very useful in
situations—such as the one that the privacy field currently
faces—where society needs to regulate but wants to minimize
interference with the regulated industry.287  A fuller understanding
of environmental covenants shows how this instrument might be
effectively employed to protect informational privacy.

Under the environmental covenant approach, government
officials sit down with the regulated industry and hammer out an
agreement on pollution reduction.  The conversation usually takes
place against a backdrop of threatened prescriptive (first generation)
regulation.288  The government offers that it will not impose such
requirements if an agreement is reached.289  Sometimes, the
negotiation includes a respected environmental group that functions
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290 See Stewart, supra note 29, at 61 (noting importance of having “all relevant social
interests with a stake in the outcome [be] adequately represented at the bargaining table”).

291 Id. at 82.
292 Id. at 81–82.
293 See Daniel J. Fiorino, Toward a New System of Environmental Regulation:  The Case

for an Industry Sector Approach, 26 ENVTL. L. 457, 486 (1996) (stating that length of covenants
“allow industry to take a long-term strategic perspective in their environmental planning”);
Stewart, supra note 29, at 82 (revealing that covenants often specify “a fixed, normally multi-
year period” in which industry must come into compliance).  This longer time frame allows
industry to research the most cost-effective way of achieving the end result and to undertake
a longer term research and investment plan.  Stewart, supra note 29, at 82.  Government
usually commits not to pass regulation during this time period unless it is urgently required.
Id.

294 Stewart, supra note 29, at 82–83 (“In return for the flexibility and extended compliance
schedule provided, government will generally insist on steep reductions.”); see also JOHNSON,
supra note 212, at 236 (noting governments and environmental groups enter covenants
because they can “obtain commitments . . . [for] greater protection for the environment than
would be required under traditional command-and-control laws”).  Industry often views this
as the “price” of the increased flexibility, time, and control that it is receiving.  Stewart, supra
note 29, at 83.  In addition, covenants can also allow government to achieve effective controls
more quickly and at less administrative cost than traditional methods since the agreement
does not have to go through protracted regulatory processes.  Id.

295 Stewart, supra note 29, at 61.

as a third-party observer but retains the ability to go public and
discredit the process if it smells a “rat.”290

Industry has more input in developing a covenant than a
command-and-control regulation, tending to make covenants more
practical and workable from an industry point of view.291  Covenants
often take the form of pollution reduction benchmarks or
performance goals, rather than specific, technology-based
requirements, which leaves an industry with significant flexibility
in determining how to achieve the objectives.292  In addition,
covenants often employ longer time frames that fit with the normal
cycles of business planning and investment.293  These features make
covenants attractive to regulated parties.  Government can benefit
too; it often seeks and obtains steeper pollution reductions than
those that political realities would allow it to achieve through
prescriptive regulation.294  This benefit can attract environmental
and community group support.  The covenanting approach thus
follows “the rationality of consensus—based on Coasian bargaining
principles.”295  It allows the parties to negotiate an arrangement that
all view as superior to that which they would face without such an
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296 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 235 (“In theory, everybody wins.”).
297 Stewart, supra note 29, at 81.  
298 See Commissie Benchmarking, Energy Efficiency Benchmarking Covenant, http://

www.benchmarking-energie.nl (Dutch government website providing information on covenant)
(last visited Oct. 26, 2006).  European governments and the Japanese have used covenants to
a greater degree than the United States has.  Stewart, supra note 29, at 80–81.  The European
Union has encouraged their use by member states and has published guidelines directing how
they can be used.  Stephen M. Johnson, Economics v. Equity II:  The European Experience, 58
WASH. & LEE L. REV. 417, 442–44 (2001).  As of the mid-1990s, member states in the European
Union have entered into more than 300 agreements with industrial sectors, firms, and
associations.  Id. at 444.

299 See Commissie Benchmarking, supra note 298.
300 Id. 
301 Id.
302 Id.
303 Id.
304 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 240.
305 Id. at 236, 240; Stewart, supra note 29, at 81–82.  Covenants should also reduce a

government’s administrative costs since the government would no longer need to go through

agreement.296  In theory, it must yield such a result since the parties
enter into environmental covenants voluntarily.297  Thus, any who
did not benefit could theoretically withhold their consent.

The Dutch have been the leading practitioners of this method and
their Energy Efficiency Benchmarking Covenant illustrates it
well.298  International agreements on climate change required the
Netherlands to reduce significantly its carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions.299  Concerns about regulatory costs led regulators to
employ the covenanting method rather than prescriptive
regulation.300  They offered to sit down with the most energy-
intensive industries to negotiate a reduction plan, and the
industries, knowing that they would otherwise face direct regulation,
embraced this opportunity.301  The resulting covenant sets out a
flexible approach to improving energy efficiency over an extended
time frame,302 covers over 80% of Dutch industrial energy use, and
has already been credited with reducing CO2 by more than five
million tons per year.303  

Covenants can allow the regulated industry to focus the reduction
burden on those facilities that can achieve it at least cost, thereby
avoiding some of the inefficiencies of uniform, prescriptive
regulation.304  Their flexible, performance-based standards and
longer time frames encourage business investment in cost-effective
means of achieving environmental results.305  Covenants can
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the process of identifying the “best” technology.  
306 Stewart, supra note 29, at 80; accord JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 240 (“[R]egulatory

contracting arguably redresses many of the traditional criticisms of command-and-control
regulation.”).

307 Stewart, supra note 29, at 83.
308 Id. at 85; see also JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 259 (stating that voluntary agreements

are often criticized for lack of “sufficient provisions to monitor compliance”).
309 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 259 (“[T]he legal status of a voluntary agreement is

ambiguous.”); see also Stewart, supra note 29, at 84–85 (presenting many questions that lack
clear answers).  There are open questions about who can enforce these agreements and what
the remedies for breach should be.  Stewart, supra note 29, at 84.  For example, it is not clear
whether a citizen has standing to enforce the agreement against industry.  Id.  Similarly,
questions exist as to industry’s rights in the event that government does not abide by the
agreement and issues prescriptive regulations:  can industry bring suit based on the
agreement?  Id.  Background principles of law are not yet well developed on these issues.  At
present, it is advisable to address such matters in the text of the covenant itself.  

310 R. Christian Bruce, Look for Comprehensive Privacy Bill in Spring 2006, Senate Staffer
Says, 4 Privacy & Sec. L. Rep. (BNA) 1048 (Aug. 15, 2005); see also Perine, supra note 283
(describing growing consensus for regulation to protect online privacy).

311 The Center for Democracy and Technology is one such group.  See Ctr. for Democracy
and Tech., http://www.cdt.org (last visited Oct. 25, 2006) (providing information about this
organization).

accordingly represent “an important means of addressing the
shortcomings of command-and-control.”306  The approach also has its
weaknesses.  One is the risk that industry will use political influence
and closed-door discussions to negotiate “sweetheart” deals.307

Having a respected environmental group at the table can reduce this
threat.  The differentiation that comes from increased flexibility can
also make it more difficult to enforce covenants than technology-
based regulation.308  This difficulty is best addressed through
effective monitoring of actual emissions, where this is possible, and
by stiff penalties for noncompliance.  Finally, the legal status of
environmental covenants is still unsettled under U.S. law.309 

The covenanting approach could be used to protect informational
privacy.  Just as the Dutch government was getting ready to
regulate CO2 emissions, the federal government is now considering
actions to protect informational privacy.310  This should give
information-intensive industries a reason to seek a deal.  The
existence of respected privacy advocacy groups311 that might add
ideas and credibility to the negotiation also augurs well.  The
conditions are right for the federal government to sit down with the
industries that collect and use personal information and to negotiate
protective measures that are also workable for business.
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313 See supra notes 283–86 and accompanying text.
314 See supra note 285 and accompanying text.
315 Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens [Personal Data Protection Act], Stb. 3022 (2000)
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317 Id. ch. 4.
318 Id. ch. 5.
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While the FTC and OPA took a tentative step in this direction,
the environmental experience shows that they could have handled
it better in several regards.  First, FTC initiated the discussion but
then allowed the OPA to develop the guidelines on its own.312  This
resulted in standards that lacked an official imprimatur, were too
friendly to industry, and ultimately lacked sufficient credibility and
breadth.313  Had the FTC followed the environmental model, it would
have directly negotiated the standards with the OPA.  Second, the
FTC failed to follow through on its threat of prescriptive regulation
for those companies that did not sign on to the agreement.314  Thus,
the members of the OPA took on commitments while their
competitors faced none.  Once again, this departed from the
environmental model in which those who fail to participate in the
covenant face prescriptive regulation.  Finally, unlike environmental
covenants, the FTC gained no power to enforce the guidelines.  This
left the Commission with no middle-ground course of action, forcing
it to either remain passive or seek full regulation.  Had the FTC and
industry followed the environmental model more closely, they might
have emerged with a more effective arrangement.

This discussion is not idle speculation.  The Dutch have used
covenants to protect information privacy, and their effort appears to
be working much better.  The Dutch Personal Data Protection Act of
1999315 establishes the conditions under which it is lawful to process
personal data,316 mandates notice to the government before initiating
certain data processing operations,317 requires processors to share
certain information with the data subject,318 and imposes other
protections.  As an alternative to these requirements, the Act allows
an industry sector to draw up a code of conduct for processing of
personal data and to submit it to the Data Protection Agency.319  If
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321 Id. ch. 10, art. 65.
322 Id. ch. 3, art. 25(1).
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Case of Data Protection, in FREUNDESGABE BULLESBACH 283, 285 (2002).
324 Dutch Data Prot. Auth., Code of Conduct for the Processing of Personal Data by

Financial Institutions § 5.2, available at http://www.dutchdpa.nl/downloads_gedragscode/ged
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approved, compliance with the code is deemed compliance with the
Act,320 and the Agency gains the right to enforce it through the
imposition of civil penalties.321  An approved code thus becomes a
tailored compliance plan geared specifically to the “particular
features” of the sector.322  As of 2002, the agency had approved
twelve codes of conduct covering such sectors as banking, insurance,
direct marketing, health, and pharmaceutical research.323  By way
of illustration, the code for financial institutions establishes industry
standards for the use of personal data in assessing potential
customers324 and in marketing325 and provides special protections for
sensitive categories of personal data, such as health information326

or data related to criminal offenses.327  The rapid proliferation of
these agreements suggests that both government and industry like
them and that the public is accepting them.  They show that
covenants could play an important role in privacy protection.

A covenant governing the data mining industry might have
helped our hypothetical American, Donna.  As in the Dutch Code of
Conduct for Financial Institutions, the government could have
targeted health information for special protection.  Backed by the
threat of prescriptive regulation, it could have negotiated
restrictions on the collection and sale of such data especially where
it is tied to a specific individual.  The data mining industry might
have accepted this restriction in exchange for clear authorization to
continue core features of its business, such as the selling of
information for credit checks or marketing.  Industry would be at the
table and could communicate whether the strategy was workable,
while the presence of a reputable privacy organization would
promote accountability.  The parties might well have arrived at an
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328 42 U.S.C. § 11023(f)(1)(A)&(B) (2000) (defining toxic chemical threshold amounts);
JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 197.

329 42 U.S.C. § 11023(j); JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 197.  The public can access the TRI
data at http://www.epa.gov/triinter/tridata/index.htm.

330 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 199.
331 Disclosure of negative information about a company can lead to a decline in sales, loss

of business goodwill, loss of relationships with companies that do not want to be associated
with such a business, decline in stock prices, and low retention of employees.  Id. at 210.

332 Stewart, supra note 29, at 139; see also ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY TOOLS, supra note 181,
at 36 (stating TRI has caused substantial drop in toxic air emissions).  See generally Shameek
Konar & Mark A. Cohen, Information as Regulation:  The Effect of Community Right to Know
Laws on Toxic Emissions, 32 J. ENVTL. ECON. & MGMT. 109 (1997) (discussing these effects).

333 JOHNSON, supra note 212, at 211.  Similar programs exist at the state level.  California’s
Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information and Assessment Act of 1987 requires facilities to report on
their toxic air emissions.  CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 44340 (West 2006); see also JOHNSON,
supra note 212, at 202 (describing program).  The Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Act
requires those facilities that use large quantities of toxic materials to provide an inventory of
the chemicals that they use.  The state government then publishes this inventory to the public

agreement that both protected Donna and provided the industry
with sufficient latitude to prosper.

VII.  USING PUBLIC DISCLOSURE TO PROTECT
INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY

Another second generation environmental strategy—Pollution
Release and Transfer Registers (PRTRs)—would also serve as a
useful model for privacy protection.  PRTRs inform the public about
pollution releases from specific facilities, thereby giving these
organizations an incentive to pollute less.  For example, the
Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA)
requires companies annually to report the quantity of hazardous
chemicals that they have released into the environment or
transferred off-site.328  EPA incorporates this information into the
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI), a national computerized database
that is available to the public over the Web,329 and issues an annual
report naming those facilities that have released the most toxic
substances.330  No company wants to be near the top of this list.331

Publication of the TRI accordingly creates a strong incentive for
businesses to reduce their toxic releases and “ha[s] been credited
with stimulating a dramatic reduction in on-site inventories and
releases of toxic chemicals.”332  Between 1988 and 1998, toxic
releases reported on the TRI decreased by 45.3%.333  Notably, TRI
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and posts it on the Internet.  MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 21I, § 3(B) (2002); JOHNSON, supra note 212,
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334 See Many Customers Sever Ties with Businesses After Breach Notice, Law Firm Survey
Shows, 4 Privacy & Sec. L. Rep. (BNA) 1214, 1214 (Oct. 3, 2005) (reporting that survey shows
data security breach at business causes 19% of consumers to cease dealing with that company
and causes 40% to consider doing so).  This survey demonstrates that organizations “ ‘lose
customers when a breach occurs,’ and that means data security breaches directly impact
corporate bottom lines.”  Id.  See also Larry Ponemon, What Do Data Breaches Cost
Companies?  Beyond Dollars, Customers Are Lost, 4 Privacy & Sec. L. Rep. (BNA) 1310, 1310
(Oct. 24, 2005) (revealing data security breaches increase loss of customers).

achieved this result without issuing a single, substantive
requirement.  Instead, it used information disclosure to encourage
companies to come up with their own ways of improving
environmental performance.  In this sense, PRTRs are very much a
second generation strategy.

Just as no smokestack company wants to be known as a big
polluter, no information-based business will want to be known as
one that has “spilled” large amounts of personal information.  The
incentives may be even stronger in the digital economy.  Individuals
often cannot choose which producers of industrial chemicals they
will patronize.  Yet they make direct choices about which credit
cards they hold, where they bank, and which e-commerce sites they
visit.  Recent studies show that they will avoid companies that are
more prone to data spills.334  This should make pollution release
registries an effective tool for protecting informational privacy.

Such a federal program—which could be called the Data Release
Inventory (DRI)—would require companies that collect and use
personal information to report annually how much of it they released
that year.  As with the TRI, the report should include both
intentional releases (e.g., transfers of information to affiliates or
other third parties) and unintentional ones (e.g., data security
breaches).  It should provide these figures both as a single, total
amount, and in disaggregated form broken out by whether the
release was intentional or unintentional.  Government officials
would compile this information and publicize it on the Web along
with an annual ranking of individual company performance.  If the
environmental experience is any guide, newspapers and advocacy
groups would likely latch onto this data and broadcast it widely.
This would create strong incentives to better protect this
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335 The data security breach statutes that some states have recently passed have already
begun to create such incentives.  See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.82 (2006) (requiring
disclosure when business experiences data security breach); California’s Breach Disclosure
Law Causes Consternation, Questions for Privacy Officers, 2 Privacy & Sec. L. Rev. (BNA) 1277
(Nov. 10, 2003).  One weakness of these statutes is that they may generate so many notices
the consumers begin to tune all of them out.  Id.  The DRI approach avoids this problem
because it provides only one, well-publicized report per year that summarizes the relevant
information.  It also allows consumers to compare company performance by looking at a single
document, which the breach disclosure statues do not.

336 Todd Sloane, Not So Confidential:  Patients Have Reason to Be So Worried About Who
Is Seeing Their Medical Records, MODERN HEALTHCARE, Nov. 14, 2005, at 22.

337 See Eric Dash, Lost Credit Data Improperly Kept, Company Admits:  Files Used for
Research, N.Y. TIMES, June 20, 2005, at A1 (describing major data spill by credit card processor
that resulted, in part, from credit card companies’ failure to monitor and enforce requirement
that processor discard personal information immediately after transaction).

information.335  Indeed, a recent survey found that health care
organizations that experienced a data security breach were not doing
more to close the leaks because they anticipated that noncompliance
would not lead to any “ ‘public relations or branding problems.’ ”336

A public listing of companies’ data protection performance would
change this.

Such a system might have helped Donna.  Credit card companies
compete fiercely and will lose clients if they gain a reputation for
poor protection of personal information.  A DRI would have given
Donna’s credit card company incentive to improve its data
management and security efforts.  This might well have protected
Donna from the data spill and ensuing identity theft.337

By contrast, prescriptive regulation would prove extremely
difficult here.  Many businesses collect and use personal data.
Government regulators would face a mammoth task in trying to
learn enough to design and prescribe data management and security
practices for them.  Even if they could manage this, business and
technological developments in these fast-evolving industries would
soon render the standards obsolete.  A second generation approach
that takes advantage of firms’ ability to redesign their own
operations would work much better.

VIII.  GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS AS A MODEL FOR IMPROVING THE
PROTECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
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338 Harriet Pearson, CPO, IBM Corp., Remarks at the International Association of Privacy
Professionals National Summit Broader Perspectives Track (Mar. 10, 2005).

339 Id. 
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designed, see generally Christopher L. Bell, The ISO 14001 Environmental Management
Systems Standard:  A Modest Perspective, [1997] 27 ENVTL. L. REP. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 10,622
(Dec. 1997).

341 JASON MORRISON ET AL., MANAGING A BETTER ENVIRONMENT:  OPPORTUNITIES AND
OBSTACLES FOR ISO 14001 IN PUBLIC POLICY AND COMMERCE 40 (Pac. Inst., 2000).

342 Id.; see also Gunningham, supra note 189, at 356 (stating EMS can change “enterprise’s
environmental protection culture”).

343 Paula C. Murray, Inching Toward Environmental Regulatory Reform – ISO 14000:
Much Ado About Nothing or a Reinvention Tool?, 37 AM. BUS. L.J. 35, 47 (1999) (stating that
under EMS approach “[e]very employee, at every level, must be accountable for environmental
performance within the scope of his or her job responsibilities”).

At the 2005 Summit Meeting of the International Association for
Privacy Professionals, the chief privacy officer (CPO) of a Fortune
500 corporation stated that one of her first actions upon assuming
the position was to ask for a copy of the firm’s environmental
management system (EMS) and adapt it for use in privacy
protection.338  Many of the other privacy officers in the room did not
appear to know what an EMS was.339  The CPO’s action points the
way to another second generation measure—government promotion
of EMS—that could be adapted for use in protecting personal
information.  

To understand this protection, it is necessary first to know how
the EMS has revolutionized environmental management.340

Traditionally, an environmental officer remained largely
independent of other company departments.341  She was responsible
for environmental compliance but was not involved in core decisions
about what products the company would manufacture or how it
would produce them.  Others would make these calls, largely
without reference to their environmental effects.  An EMS takes
down the walls between departments and gets many employees
involved in improving environmental performance.342  It does this
through a management system—a set of organizational practices
and procedures—that links the environmental manager to other
employees and gets them thinking about the environmental
dimension of their jobs.343  For example, an EMS might get a product
designer, who traditionally would not have thought much about the
environmental consequences of a given design, to consider the
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350 See Press Release, ISO, Latest ISO Survey Confirms Integration of ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 with World Economy (Sept. 15, 2005), available at http://www.iso.org/iso/en/commcen
tre/pressreleases/archives/2005/Ref967.html.

environmental side of her decisions.344  It might lead her to
substitute a nonhazardous raw material for a toxic one, thereby
eliminating a hazardous waste stream that required expensive
disposal.  This could improve both the company’s environmental
performance and its bottom line.345  As the U.S. EPA has recognized,
EMSs can enhance compliance, pollution prevention, and
environmental results.346  EMSs also provide firms with a means to
communicate their environmental commitment to shareholders,
consumers, and the public at large.347  In 1996, the International
Organization for Standardization established a voluntary standard,
known as ISO 14001, for evaluating environmental management
systems.348  Firms that certify that their EMS complies with the
standard are entitled to adapt their existing logo to reflect their
precise ISO certification.349  More than 90,000 organizations are now
ISO 14001 certified.350

Just as an EMS improves environmental performance, a privacy-
focused analogue—call it a Personal Information Management
System (PIMS)—could protect informational privacy.  The typical
privacy officer, much like the traditional environmental manager, is
compartmentalized in the privacy “box” and is often unable to affect
the core, strategic decisions that are at the root of the company’s
privacy impacts.  A PIMS would connect the privacy officer to other
employees in the organization and allow her to work with them to
improve the company’s privacy performance.  It would make her less
of an internal compliance officer, who spends the day getting others
to meet legal requirements, and more of a manager of others’
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privacy-related actions.  This is what the CPO of the Fortune 500
company was trying to achieve when she adapted her firm’s EMS for
privacy purposes.

Had OmniData adopted such a system, it might not have sold
Donna’s health information to prospective employers.351  Instead, the
designer of this product might have paid more attention to privacy
and focused instead on providing services that did not rely on
sensitive medical information.  For example, OmniData might be
able to use its databases to deduce whether a prospective employee
is the type who moves from job to job.  Employers concerned about
turnover might find such information to be even more valuable than
knowing about the applicant’s past illnesses.352  Much like pollution
prevention, such proactive planning would have prevented Donna’s
privacy-related harm.  

In the environmental field, government has played an important
role in encouraging and facilitating the use of EMSs.  It reduces
inspection frequency353 and enforcement penalties354 for
organizations that adopt an EMS.  It has also developed resources
for firms interested in implementing an EMS.355  Government could
play an even greater role in promoting the PIMS.356  It could help to
develop the PIMS and explain its potential to industry.  Government
could even create a standard for evaluating PIMS and could issue
certificates to those firms that meet it.  None of these measures
would require firms to adopt a PIMS or to take any other action.
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357 PERCIVAL ET AL., supra note 183, at 1108 (defining “sustainable development” as
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Instead, these second generation strategies would encourage these
companies to internalize the goal of privacy protection and to come
up with ways to achieve it.  In the complex, fast-moving information
economy, this strategy could be an effective way to enhance privacy
protection.

IX.  CONCLUSION

From the AOL/Yahoo proposal to the OPA Guidelines to the
Fortune 500 company’s adaptation of its EMS for privacy purposes,
the information economy seems to be groping its way towards second
generation strategies for protecting privacy.  This Article has shown
why this should be so.  It has demonstrated that second generation
strategies are well suited to regulate industries—such as those that
make up the information economy—that undergo rapid change, face
stiff competition, and have the capacity for socially beneficial
innovation.  This Article has also expressly identified and more fully
explained the second generation strategies that these sectors need.
It has shown how these regulatory tools could be most effectively
employed to protect privacy.

Although command-and-control regulation is not the best fit for
the information economy, we should not give up on government
action to protect privacy.  To the contrary, the information economy
needs such initiatives.  Without them, a tragedy of the commons
threatens email, e-commerce, and other online activity.  To borrow
one final environmental analogy, regulators need to develop
strategies that will allow for the “sustainable development” of the
information economy.357  Such policies will support innovation and
prosperity but will do so in a way that sustains the personal privacy
on which the digital economy itself depends.  Second generation
environmental laws and policies offer valuable lessons for the design
of this new regulatory framework and for the protection of privacy
in the Information Age.
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Abstract 

Web search engines have emerged as a ubiquitous and vital tool for the successful 
navigation of the growing online informational sphere. The goal of the world’s 
largest search engine, Google, is to “organize the world’s information and make it 
universally accessible and useful” and to create the “perfect search engine” that 
provides only intuitive, personalized, and relevant results. While intended to en-
hance intellectual mobility in the online sphere, this chapter reveals that the quest 
for the perfect search engine requires the widespread monitoring and aggregation 
of a users’ online personal and intellectual activities, threatening the values the 
perfect search engines were designed to sustain. It argues that these search-based 
infrastructures of dataveillance contribute to a rapidly emerging “soft cage” of 
everyday digital surveillance, where they, like other dataveillance technologies be-
fore them, contribute to the curtailing of individual freedom, affect users’ sense of 
self, and present issues of deep discrimination and social justice. 

6.1 Introduction 

In January 2006 it was revealed that the U.S. Justice Department asked a 
federal judge to compel the Web search engine Google to turn over records 
on millions of its users’ search queries as part of the government’s effort to 
uphold an online pornography law (Hafner and Richtel 2006; Mintz 2006). 
Google resisted, but America Online, Microsoft, and Yahoo! complied 
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with similar government subpoenas of their search records (Hafner and 
Richtel 2006). Later that year, America Online released over 20 million 
search queries from 658,000 of its users to the public in an attempt to sup-
port academic research on search engine usage (Hansell 2006). Despite 
AOL’s attempts to anonymize the data, individual users remained identifi-
able based solely on their search histories, which included search terms 
matching users’ names, social security numbers, addresses, phone num-
bers, and other personally identifiable information. Simple keyword analy-
ses of the AOL database also revealed an “innumerable number of life sto-
ries ranging from the mundane to the illicit and bizarre” (McCullagh 
2006b). Upon being identified by the New York Times based solely on her 
search terms in the AOL database, a Georgia woman exclaimed, “My 
goodness, it’s my whole personal life…I had no idea somebody was look-
ing over my shoulder” (Barbaro and Zeller Jr 2006). Together, these events 
brought to light the fact that search engine providers keep detailed records 
of users’ searches, and created anxiety among searchers about the presence 
of such systematic monitoring of their online information-seeking activi-
ties (Barbaro and Zeller Jr 2006; Hafner 2006; Levy 2006; Maney 2006).  

The freedom to move through both physical and intellectual space is a 
central theme of various American mythologies, such as the desire to ex-
plore unknown frontiers and acquire new knowledge, the overcoming of 
artificial barriers of distance for mass communication and commerce, and 
the ability to control one’s relations and position in the world. This free-
dom of mobility becomes embodied in the set of values deemed vital for 
the success of our society, including privacy, autonomy, and liberty. The 
emergence of systematic modes of data surveillance – otherwise referred 
to as “dataveillance” (Clarke 1988) – within our spheres of mobility 
threatens the preservation of these fundamental values. Without the ability 
and opportunity to move, navigate, inquire, and explore physical, intellec-
tual, and, increasingly, digital spaces, we cannot gain the sort of under-
standing of our world and develop the awareness and competencies neces-
sary for effective participation in social, economic, cultural, and political 
life. This chapter will examine the particular dataveillance threats of Web 
search engines, paying specific attention to the dominant search engine 
Google, and will reveal how the aggregation of one’s online information-
seeking activities within the online sphere of intellectual and informational 
mobility contributes to the creation of a technological gaze of everyday 
surveillance, inflaming a growing environment of discipline and social 
control.  

This chapter is divided into four parts. Part one builds from theories of 
surveillance and power to introduce the concept of dataveillance, paying 
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particular attention to the role of information technology and data accumu-
lation in the functioning of disciplinary power. Part two introduces the role 
of Web search engines as the prevailing information interface for access-
ing the vast amount of information available on Internet, concluding that 
as search engines have become the “center of gravity” for navigation 
within this vital sphere of information, important concerns over privacy 
and surveillance emerge. Part three describes the quest for the “perfect 
search engine” and how Google’s integration of Web cookies, detailed 
server logs, and personal user accounts within and across its diverse prod-
uct suite provides a powerful infrastructure of dataveillance to monitor, re-
cord, and aggregate information about users’ online activities. Part four 
warns of how Google’s infrastructure of dataveillance exerts its gaze, har-
boring concerns over its role in the exercise of disciplinary power, panop-
tic sorting of its users, and the challenges of resisting its “gravitational 
pull” in the face of default settings which require the sharing of informa-
tion. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of how an intervention 
in the technical design of the perfect search engine might help mitigate the 
effects of its disciplinary gaze. 

6.2 The Gaze of Dataveillance 

According to sociologist David Lyon, surveillance is the “collection and 
processing of personal data, whether identifiable or not, for the purposes of 
influencing or managing those whose data have been garnered” (Lyon 
2001, p. 2). Surveillance “tries to make visible the identities or the behav-
iors of people of interest to the agency in question” (Lyon 2002, p. 2). Sur-
veillance, then, encompasses a diverse range of activities and processes 
concerned with scrutinizing people, their actions, and the spaces they in-
habit. Surveillance, of course, has existed for centuries, and its methods 
have been continuously refined to broaden its reach and effectiveness. One 
notable example is English philosopher Jeremy Bentham’s model peniten-
tiary, the Panopticon (Bentham 1995). Conceived in 1791, Bentham’s 
Panopticon prison was designed to maintain (by allusion, if not by fact) 
perpetual surveillance of its inhabitants: by placing prison guards in central 
tower with a one-way observation system surrounded by rooms for those 
to be watched, the subjects were unable to determine when they were be-
ing watched. Through this unique architectural design, Bentham believed 
that the constant threat that one could be surveilled at any time would force 
the subjects to internalize the effects of surveillance: 
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The more constantly the persons to be inspected are under the eyes of the persons 
who should inspect them, the more perfectly will the purpose of the establishment 
have been attained. …This being impossible, the next thing to be wished for is, 
that, at every instant, seeing reason to believe as much, and not being able to sat-
isfy himself to the contrary, he [the watched] should conceive himself to be so. 
(Bentham 1995, p. 3) 
 
Through such an arrangement, Bentham believed disciplinary power 
would be automatic, and thus exercised with minimal effort, or, as Michel 
Foucault later reflected, the Panopticon would “induce in the inmate a state 
of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the automatic function-
ing of power” (Foucault 1977, p. 197). This automatic functioning of 
power manifested itself through a panoptic and disciplinary gaze: 
 
There is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints. Just a gaze. An 
inspecting gaze, a gaze which each individual under its weight will end by inter-
nalizing to the point that he is his own overseer, each individual thus exercising 
this surveillance over, and against, himself. A superb formula: power exercised 
continuously and for what turns out to be a minimal cost. (Foucault 1980, p. 155) 
 

For Foucault, the Panopticon became a “generalizable model of func-
tioning; a way of defining power relations in terms of the everyday life of 
men… it is in fact a figure of political technology” (Foucault 1977, p. 
205). He viewed the Panopticon as the quintessential disciplinary appara-
tus of modern society, where the panoptic gaze extended beyond Ben-
tham’s specific architectural form, and manifested itself in various con-
texts of everyday life: the home, the school, the hospital, the workplace, 
and so on. The gaze of the Panopticon expands to become  “a whole com-
plex mechanism, embracing … stricter methods of surveillance [and] more 
efficient techniques of locating and obtaining information” (Foucault 1977, 
p. 77). By suggesting a link between the Panopticon and “more efficient 
techniques of locating and obtaining information,” Foucault reveals a piv-
otal feature of the modern panoptic gaze: the functioning of power through 
data accumulation.  

The functioning of the Panopticon depended on perpetual surveillance 
and the “continuous registration, perpetual assessment and classification” 
of those under its gaze (Foucault 1977, p. 220). Oscar Gandy recognized 
this perpetual and disciplinary gaze of personal data accumulation when he 
warned of the “panoptic sort” (Gandy 1993), whereby individuals are con-
tinually identified, assessed and classified for the purpose of coordinating 
and controlling their access to consumer goods and services, a process he 
insists in inherently discriminatory. Gandy’s concern with panoptic sorting 
has been expanded beyond the consumer realm into a broader social milieu 
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(Lyon 2003a), where the notion of  “social sorting” highlights the growing 
drive in our modern surveillance society for identification and classifica-
tion. Since classification has been shown to be closely entwined with the 
exercise of power (Bowker and Star 1999; Foucault 1971; Suchman 1997), 
the consequences of panoptic and social sorting – and the technological 
gaze which form their foundation – present issues of “deep discrimina-
tion…and social justice” (Lyon 2003b, p. 1). 

The catalyst triggering both Gandy and Lyon’s anxiety was the rapid 
emergence of a complex set of technologies and practices that involve “the 
collection, processing, and sharing of information about individuals and 
groups that is generated through their daily lives as citizens, employees, 
and consumers (Gandy 1993, p. 15). This technological apparatus repre-
sents what is referred to as dataveillance, defined as both “the massive col-
lection and storage of vast quantities of personal data” (Bennett 1996, p. 
237) and “the systemic use of [such] personal data…in the investigation or 
monitoring of one or more persons” (Clarke 1988, p. 499). Clarke’s (1988) 
introduction of the term dataveillance revealed how the disciplinary gaze 
of the panopticon has extended from a single, centralized source (Ben-
tham’s guard tower) into the realm of advanced information technologies 
and computer databases that facilitate the collection and exchange of in-
formation about individuals. Yet, the resulting effect of dataveillance’s 
technologically distributed gaze matches that of Bentham’s Panopticon 
envisioned two hundred years before – the subversion of individual free-
doms and liberties:  

 
An administrative apparatus that has data available to it from a wide variety of 
sources tends to make decisions on the person's behalf. Hence, a further, more ab-
stract, yet scarcely less real impact of dataveillance is reduction in the meaning-
fulness of individual actions, and hence in self- reliance and self- responsibility. 
Although this may be efficient and even fair, it involves a change in mankind's 
image of itself, and risks sullen acceptance by the masses and stultification of the 
independent spirit needed to meet the challenges of the future. …In general, mass 
dataveillance tends to subvert individualism and the meaningfulness of human de-
cisions and actions. (Clarke 1988, p. 508) 
 

Since Clarke’s first conceptualization of dataveillance almost twenty 
years ago, advances in digital networking, data storage capacity and proc-
essing power have enabled previously unimaginable levels of interconnec-
tivity, aggregation, and real-time analysis of a wide array of personal in-
formation. Increasingly, everyday interactions with health care providers, 
online retailers, highway tollbooths, local grocery stores and libraries re-
sult in the collection, analysis, storage and sharing of information about 
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one’s address, purchasing habits, age, education, health status, travel activ-
ity, employment history, phone numbers and much more, into what legal 
scholar Daniel Solove (2004) calls “digital dossiers.”(Solove 2004, p. 2) 
The rising ubiquity of dataveillance in everyday life and resultant sophisti-
cation of “digital dossiers” has led to widespread concern over the social 
and ethical implications of this new digital panoptic gaze (see, for example 
Elmer 2004; Gandy 1993; Garfinkel 2000; Lyon 2003a; Lyon and Zureik 
1996; Regan 1995; Solove 2004; Staples 2000). As Clive Norris and Gary 
Armstrong argue in their study of the introduction of computer databases 
into video surveillance systems, the pervasiveness of digital dossiers (or, 
using their term, “digital personas”) have “more than just an electronic ex-
istence: they have concrete material effects” (Norris and Armstrong 1999, 
p. 221). Such effects relate not only to personal privacy, but also issues of 
discrimination, social justice, and personal freedom. Law professor Mi-
chael Fromkin (2000) summarizes these effects best: 

 
Reams of data organized into either centralized or distributed databases can have 
substantial consequences beyond the simple loss of privacy caused by the initial 
data collection, especially when subject to advanced correlative techniques such as 
data mining. Among the possible harmful effects are various forms of discrimina-
tion, ranging from price discrimination to more invidious sorts of discrimination. 
Data accumulation enables the construction of personal data profiles. When the 
data are available to others, they can construct personal profiles for targeted mar-
keting, and even, in rare vases, blackmail. For some, just knowing that their activi-
ties are being recorded may have a chilling effect on conduct, speech, and reading.  

…A further danger is that the government or others will attempt to use the abil-
ity to construct persona profiles in order to predict dangerous or antisocial activi-
ties before they happen. People whose profiles meet the criteria will be flagged as 
dangerous and perhaps subjected to increased surveillance, searches, or discrimi-
nation. (Froomkin 2000, p. 1469-1471) 

 
The role of modern information and communication technologies within 

infrastructures of dataveillance cannot be understated: frequent shopping 
cards connect purchasing patterns to customer databases (Ward 1998), in-
telligent transportation systems enable the tracking and recording of vehi-
cles as they travel the highways (Bennett et al. 2003; Zimmer 2005), elec-
tronic key cards manage access to locations while creating a record of 
one’s movements (Stalder and Lyon 2003), and biometric technologies 
digitize one’s intrinsic physical or behavioral traits for automated identifi-
cation and authentication (Agre 2003; Brey 2004). Recently, the Internet 
has emerged as not only a revolutionary technology for communication, 
commerce and the distribution of information, but also as an ideal infra-
structure of dataveillance, enabling the widespread monitoring and collec-
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tion of personal and identifiable information about its millions of users 
(Center and  1999). The privacy and surveillance concerns with various In-
ternet technologies have been well documented and debated, ranging from 
the use of Web cookies and tracking bugs (Bennett 2001; Kang 1998; 
Mayer-Schönberger 1997), the emergence of spyware and digital rights 
management systems (Cohen 1996, 2003), workplace monitoring of elec-
tronic communications (Froomkin 2000), the aggregation and data-mining 
of personal information available online (Garfinkel 2000; Solove 2004), 
and the widespread monitoring of Internet traffic by law enforcement 
agencies (Regan 2001; Ventura et al. 2005). The design and deployment of 
each of these new Internet technologies represents an expansion of the 
gaze of dataveillance online, which is intensified with the growing power 
and ubiquity of Web search engines and the larger information infrastruc-
tures on which they rely.  

6.3 Web Search as the Center of Gravity 

As the Internet has become increasingly important to modern citizens in 
their everyday lives (see Horrigan and Rainie 2006), Web search engines 
have emerged as an indispensable tool for accessing the vast amount of in-
formation available on this global network. According to the Pew Internet 
& American Life Project, 84% of American adult Internet users have used 
a search engine to seek information online (Fallows 2005, p. 1). On any 
given day, more than 60 million American adults send over 200 million in-
formation requests to Web search engines, making searching the Web the 
second most popular online activity (behind using e-mail) (Rainie 2005). 
Originally designed to provide easy access to Internet websites, search en-
gines now provide gateways to online images, news reports, Usenet ar-
chives, financial information, video files, e-mail and even one’s desktop 
files. Recently, search engine providers, such as Google, have started to 
digitize items in the “material” world, adding the contents of popular 
books, university libraries, maps, and satellite images to their growing, 
searchable indices. Reflecting on the rapid emergence of search-related 
applications, Silicon Valley venture capitalist Roger McNamee noted that 
“search is the new center of gravity for the computer industry” (McNamee 
2005). The same can be said more generally for the role of search engines 
as today’s dominant information interface: Search engines have become 
the center of gravity for people’s everyday information-seeking activities. 

Consider, for example, the Web search engine Google. Google has be-
come the prevailing interface for searching and accessing virtually all in-
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formation on the Web. Originating in 1996 as a Ph.D. research project by 
Sergey Brin and Larry Page at Stanford University (see Brin and Page 
1998; Page et al. 1998), Google’s Web search engine now dominates the 
market, processing almost 3.6 billion search queries in February 2007, 
over half of all Web searches performed (Nielsen//NetRatings 2007).1  
Google’s mission, stated quite simply and innocuously, is to “organize the 
world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful” 
(Google 2005a). In pursuit of this goal, Google has developed dozens of 
search-related tools and services to help users organize and use informa-
tion in multiple contexts, ranging from general information inquiries to 
academic research, news and political information, communication and so-
cial networking, personal data management, financial data management, 
shopping and product research, computer file management, and enhanced 
Internet browsing (see Table 6.1). Consequently, users increasingly search, 
find, organize, and share information through Google’s growing informa-
tion infrastructure of search-related services and tools. They also use these 
tools to communicate, navigate, shop, and organize their lives. By provid-
ing a medium for various social, intellectual, and commercial activities, 
“Planet Google” has become a large part of people’s lives, both online and 
off (Williams 2006). 

Table 6.1. Google Suite of Products and Services (partial list) 

Product Description Notes 
General Information Inquiries 
Web search Query-based website 

searches 
 

Personalized Homepage Customized Google start 
page with content-specific 
modules 

Use in conjunction with 
Google Account is encour-
aged 

Alerts E-mail alerts of new Goo-
gle results for specific 
search terms 

 

Image Search Query based search for 
website images 

 

Video Query based search for 
videos hosted by Google 

Google Video Player 
available for download 

                                                        
1 Nielsen/NetRatings figures represent U.S. searches only, and include local 

searches, image searches, news searches, shopping searches and other types of 
search activity from Google’s various services. If only Web searches at 
www.google.com are considered, Google’s share increases to 60% (Sullivan 
2006). 
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Product Description Notes 
Book Search Full text searches of books 

scanned into Google’s 
servers 

Google Account required 
in order to limit the num-
ber of pages a particular 
user can view 

Academic Research 
Scholar Full text searches of schol-

arly books and journals 
 

News and Political Information 
News Full text search of recent 

news articles 
With a Google Account, 
users can create custom-
ized keyword-based news 
sections 

Reader Web-based news feed 
reader 

Google Account required 

Blog Search Full text search of blog 
content 

 

Communication and Social Networking 
Gmail Free Web based e-mail 

service with contextual ad-
vertising 

Creation of Gmail account 
automatically results in ac-
tivation of Google Account 
Logging into Gmail also 
logs user into their Google 
Account 

Groups Free Web based discussion 
forums 

Includes complete Usenet 
archives dating back to 
1981 
Google Account required 
for creation of new Group;  

Talk Web-based instant messag-
ing and voice calling serv-
ice 

Google Account and 
Gmail e-mail address re-
quired 

Blogger Web-based blog publish-
ing platform 

Google Account required 
 

Orkut Web-based social 
networking service 

Invitation-only 
Google Account re-
quired 

Dodgeball Location-based social 
networking service 
for cellphones 

 

Personal Data Management 
Calendar Web-based time-

management tool 
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Product Description Notes 
Financial Data Management 
Finance Portal providing news and 

financial information about 
stocks, mutual funds; Abil-
ity to track one’s financial 
portfolio 

Google Account required 
for posting to discussion 
board 

Consumer Activities 
Catalog Search Full text search of scanned 

product catalogs 
 

Froogle Full text search of online 
retailers 

Google Account required 
for shipping lists 

Local / Maps Location specific Web 
searching; digital mapping 

 

Computer File Management 
Desktop Search Keyword based searching 

of computer files 
Ability to search files on 
remote computer 

 

Internet Browsing 
Bookmarks Online storage of website 

bookmarks 
Google Account required 

Notebook Browser tool for saving 
notes while visiting web-
sites 

Google Account required 

Toolbar Browser tool providing ac-
cess to various Google 
products without visiting 
Google websites 

Some features require 
Google Account 

Web Accelerator Software to speed up page 
load times for faster Web 
browsing 

 

 
The emerging social and cultural impacts of this increasing reliance on 

search engines – and the resultant rise of “Plant Google” – are being stud-
ied from a variety of disciplines. Scholars have explored the biases of 
search engine results (Diaz 2005; Introna and Nissenbaum 2000), the po-
litical economy of the search engine marketplace (Van Couvering 2004), 
the legal ramifications of search engine practices (Elkin-Koren 2001; 
Goldman 2005), the structure of user queries and their searching skills 
(Hargittai 2002; Jansen et al. 2000), the practice of paid placement of 
search results (Jansen and Resnick 2005; Wouters 2004; Zimmer 2006), 
and general user awareness and trust in how search engines work (Fallows 
2005; Marable 2003).  
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Scholarly attention also been paid to the particular ethical issues related 
to the dominant position of search engines in our lives (Nagenborg 2005; 
Norvig et al. 2006), including discussions of the privacy issues related to 
search engine practices (Hinman 2005; Tavani 2005). However, most 
treatments of the privacy implications of Web search engines have tended 
to focus on how search engines provide improved access to personal in-
formation that happens to exist online – the erosion of “security through 
obscurity” in the face of ever-expanding search engine indexes 
(Ramasastry 2005; Swidey 2003). While these particular privacy problems 
demand attention, we must expand the investigation of search-related pri-
vacy problems from concerns over the personal information about other 
people that can be found via search engines, to include critical exploration 
of the personal information that is routinely collected when users rely on 
search engines for their information-seeking activities. As we recall, the 
AOL searcher from Georgia mentioned above was not identifiable due to a 
search engine finding information about her on the Web, but rather be-
cause the Web searches she performed on various topics were recorded, 
and later released, by AOL. Of course, this dataveillance of users search 
queries by the search engine provider is not unique to AOL. In fact, it 
forms the very basis for the ultimate goal of the Web search industry: the 
quest for perfect search engine. 

6.4 Dataveillance and the Quest for the Perfect Search 
Engine 

Since the first search engines started to provide a way of interfacing with 
the content on the Web, there has been a quest for the “perfect search en-
gine,” one that has indexed all available information and provides fast and 
relevant results (see Andrews 1999; Gussow 1999; Kushmerick 1998). A 
perfect search engine would deliver intuitive results based on a user’s past 
searches and general browsing history (Pitkow et al. 2002; Teevan et al. 
2005), and deliver advertisements that are deemed useful or desirable for 
that particular user (Hansell 2005). Journalist John Battelle summarizes 
how a perfect search engine might provide a nearly perfect answer to every 
query: 

 
Imagine the ability to ask any question and get not just an accurate answer, but 
your perfect answer – an answer that suits the context and intent of your question, 
an answer that is informed by who you are and why you might be asking. The en-
gine providing this answer is capable of incorporating all the world’s knowledge 
to the task at hand – be it captured in text, video, or audio. It’s capable of discern-
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ing between straightforward requests – who was the third president of the United 
States? – and more nuanced ones – under what circumstances did the third presi-
dent of the United States foreswear his views on slavery? 

This perfect search also has perfect recall – it knows what you’ve seen, and can 
discern between a journey of discovery – where you want to find something new – 
and recovery – where you want to find something you’ve seen before. (Battelle 
2004) 

 
Given a search for the phrase “Paris Hilton,” for example, the perfect 
search engine will know whether to deliver Web sites about the celebrity 
heiress or a place to spend the night in the French capitol, and whether to 
provide advertisements for Parisian bistros or celebrity news sites.  

The search engine company Google recognized early on the importance 
of designing a perfect search engine: The company’s very first press re-
lease noted that “a perfect search engine will process and understand all 
the information in the world…That is where Google is headed” (Google 
1999). Google co-founder Larry Page later reiterated the goal of achieving 
the perfect search: “The perfect search engine would understand exactly 
what you mean and give back exactly what you want” (Google 2007). 
When asked what a perfect search engine would be like, Brin replied quite 
simply, “like the mind of God” (quoted in Ferguson 2005, p. 40).  

To attain such an omnipotent and omniscient ideal, Google must, bor-
rowing Battelle’s words, provide results that suit the “context and intent” 
of the search query; it must have “perfect recall” of who the searcher is 
and her previous search-related activities. In order to discern the context 
and intent of a search for “Paris Hilton,” for example, the perfect search 
engine would know if the searcher has shown interest in European travel, 
or whether she spends time online searching for sites about celebrity gos-
sip. Attaining such perfect recall requires search engine providers to col-
lect as much information about their users as possible. To accomplish this, 
Google, like most Web search engines, relies on three technical strategies 
in order to capture the personal information necessary to fuel the perfect 
recall: the maintenance of server logs, the use of persistent Web cookies, 
and the encouragement of user registration. 

Maintained by nearly all websites, server logs help website owners gain 
an understanding of who is visiting their site, the path visitors take through 
the website’s pages, which elements (links, icons, menu items, etc.) a visi-
tor clicks, how much time visitors spend on each page, and from what page 
visitors are leaving the site. In other words, a website owner aims to collect 
enough data to reconstruct the entire “episode” of a user’s visit to the web-
site (Tec-Ed 1999). Google maintains detailed server logs recording each 
of the 100 million search requests processed each day (Google 2005c). 
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While the exact contents are not publicly known, Google has provided an 
example of a “typical log entry” for a user who searched for the term 
“cars” (Google 2005b): 

 
123.45.67.89 - 25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 - 
http://www.google.com/search?q=cars - Firefox 1.0.7; Win-
dows NT 5.1 - 740674ce2123e969 
 

In this sample entry, 123.45.67.89 is the IP address2 assigned to the user 
by the user’s Internet service provider, 25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 is the date 
and time of the query, http://www.google.com/search?q=cars is the 
requested page, which also happens to identify the search query, “cars,” 
Firefox 1.0.7; Windows NT 5.1 is the browser and operating system 
being used,  and 740674ce2123a969 is the unique cookie ID3 assigned to 
this particular browser the first time it visited Google. To help further re-
construct a user’s movements, Google also records clickstream data, in-
cluding which search results or advertising links a user clicks (Google 
2005b). Given Google’s wide array of products and services, their server 
logs potentially contain much more than simply a user’s Web search que-
ries. Other searches logged by Google include those for images, news sto-
ries, videos, books, academic research, and blog posts, as well as links 
clicked and related usage statistics from within Google’s News, Reader, 
Finance, Groups, and other services.  

Logging this array of information – the user’s IP address, cookie ID, 
date and time, search terms, results clicked, and so on – enhances Google’s 
ability to attain the “perfect recall” necessary to deliver valuable search re-
sults and generally improve its search engine services. For example, by 
cross-referencing the IP address each request sent to the server along with 
                                                        

2 An Internet Protocol (IP) address is a unique address that electronic devices 
use in order to identify and communicate with each other on a computer network. 
An IP address can be thought of as a rough equivalent of a street address or a 
phone number for a computer or other network device on the Internet. Just as each 
street address and phone number uniquely identifies a building or telephone, an IP 
address can uniquely identify a specific computer or other network device on a 
network (Wikipedia contributors 2007).  

3 A Web cookie is a piece of text generated by a Web server and stored in the 
user’s computer, where it waits to be sent back to the server the next time the 
browser accesses that particular Web address. By returning a cookie to a Web 
server, the browser provides the server a means of associating the current page 
view with prior page views in order to “remember” something about the previous 
page requests and events (see Clarke 2001; Kristol 2001). Google’s user of Web 
cookies allows it to identify particular browsers between sessions, even if that 
browser’s IP address changes. 
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the particular page being requested and other server log data, it is possible 
to find out which pages, and in which sequence, a particular IP address has 
visited. When asked, “Given a list of search terms, can Google produce a 
list of people who searched for that term, identified by IP address and/or 
Google cookie value?” and “Given an IP address or Google cookie value, 
can Google produce a list of the terms searched by the user of that IP ad-
dress or cookie value?”, Google responded in the affirmative to both ques-
tions, confirming its ability to track user activity through such logs  
(Battelle 2006a, 2006b). 

Sole reliance on IP logging and Web cookies to reconstruct a users’ 
browsing and searching activities completely and consistently has its limi-
tations. Some Internet service providers frequently change the IP address 
assigned to a particular user’s network connection. Alternatively, multiple 
users accessing the Internet through a university proxy server or through 
some ISPs (such as AOL) might share the same IP address. Privacy con-
cerns have also led more savvy Internet users to disguise their IP address 
with anonymous routing services such as Tor (Zetter 2005). Similarly, as 
the privacy concerns of the use of cookies to track users’ online activities 
increases (Kristol 2001; Mayer-Schönberger 1997; Schwartz 2001), users 
increasingly take advantage of software and browser features that make it 
easier to view, delete and block Web cookies received from the sites they 
visit (McGann 2005; Mindlin 2006). Even in the absence of such privacy-
protecting measures, cookies and IP addresses are linked only to a particu-
lar Web browser or computer, not necessarily a particular user. Neither the 
browser passing the cookie nor the Web server receiving it can know who 
is actually using the computer, or whether multiple users are using the 
same machine. Reliance on IP addresses and cookies might not provide 
necessary differentiation between users, limiting the extent of the “perfect 
recall” necessary for Google to deliver the most relevant results and adver-
tising.  

To overcome such limitations, Web site owners frequently urge users to 
register with the website and login when using the services (Ho 2005, p. 
660-661; Tec-Ed 1999). When a user supplies a unique login identity to a 
Web server, that information, along with the current cookie ID, is stored in 
each log file record for that user’s subsequent activity at the site. By tying 
aspects of the site’s functionality to being logged in, the user is compelled 
to accept the Web cookie for that session. Even if the user deletes the 
cookie or changes her IP address at the end of the session, by logging in 
again at the next visit, a consistent record for the user in the server log can 
be maintained. Logging in with a unique user name similarly reduces the 
variability of multiple or shielded IP addresses. Further, any personally 
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identifiable information provided during the registration process, such as 
age, gender, zip code, or occupation, can be associated with the user’s ac-
count and server log history, providing a more detailed profile of the user.  

In early 2004, Google started experimenting with products and services 
that required users to register and login, including personalized search re-
sults, e-mail alerts when sites about a particular topic of interest are added 
to Google’s index (Kopytoff 2004). Soon afterward, Google introduced 
products and services that required the creation of a Google Account, such 
as Gmail, Google Calendar, and the Reader service to organize news feeds. 
Other Google services can be partially used without a Google Account, but 
users are encouraged to create an account in order to maximize its benefits 
or access certain features. Examples include Google Video, with a Google 
Account required for certain premium content, and Book Search, in which 
a Google Account helps control access to copyright-protected text. When 
Google acquires external products and services with their own login proto-
cols, migration to Google Accounts is typical, as the case with Blogger or 
Dodgeball. Internally developed products that previously utilized unique 
logins, such as Orkut, have also migrated to the universal Google Account.  

Google’s encouragement of the creation of Google Accounts, combined 
with its use of persistent Web cookies, provides the necessary architecture 
for the creation of detailed server logs of users’ activities across Google’s 
various products and services, ranging from the simplest of search queries 
to minute details of their personal lives. While the full extent of the data 
capturable by Google’s infrastructure is difficult to estimate, Table 6.2 
identifies some of the typical forms of personal information potentially 
stored within Google’s servers.  

Table 6.2. Sample of Personal Information Collected by Google’s Suite of Prod-
ucts  

Product Information Collected Notes 
General Information Inquiries 
Web search Web search queries 

Results clicked 
Search for own name, ad-
dress, social security num-
ber, etc is common 

Personalized Homepage News preferences 
Special interests 
Zip code 

 

Alerts News preferences 
Special interests 
E-mail address 

Alerts for a user’s own 
name (vanity search) are 
common 

Image Search Search queries 
Results clicked 
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Product Information Collected Notes 
Video Search queries 

Videos 
watched/downloaded 
Credit card information for 
purchased videos 
E-mail details for shared 
videos 

Google Video Player con-
tains additional DRM 
technology to monitor off-
site video usage 

Book Search Search queries 
Results clicked 
Pages read 
Bookseller pages viewed 

 

Academic Research 
Scholar Search queries 

Results clicked 
Home library (Optional) 

 

News and Political Information 
News News search queries 

Results clicked 
 

Reader Feed subscriptions 
Usage statistics 

 

Blog Search Search queries 
Results clicked 

 

Communication and Social Networking 
Gmail Text of email messages 

E-mail searches performed 
Email address or cellphone 
number (used for account 
creation) 

 

Groups Search queries 
User interests 
Usage statistics 
Profile information 

Users are encouraged to 
create detailed profiles, in-
cluding name, location, in-
dustry, homepage, etc 

Talk Contact list 
Chat messages 
Usage statistics 

 

Blogger Weblog posts and com-
ments 
Profile information 
Usage statistics 

Users are encouraged to 
create detailed profiles, in-
cluding name, location, 
gender, birthday, etc 

Orkut Profile information 
Usage statistics 
E-mail address and 
content of invitations 

Users are encouraged 
to create detailed pro-
files, including name, 
location, gender, 
birthday, etc 
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Product Information Collected Notes 
Dodgeball Profile information 

E-mail address 
Location 
Mobile phone infor-
mation 
Text messages sent 

User location when 
messages sent are 
tracked by Google 

Personal Data Management 
Calendar Profile information 

Events 
Usage statistics 

 

Financial Data Management 
Finance Financial quotes 

Discussion group posts 
Discussion group views 
Portfolio (optional) 
Profile information 

Names and e-mails are 
displayed with discussion 
posts 

Consumer Activities 
Catalog Search Product search queries 

Results clicked 
 

Froogle Product search queries 
Results clicked 
Sites visited 
Shopping list 

 

Local / Maps Search queries 
Results clicked 
Home location 

Search queries might in-
clude geographic-specific 
information 
Default location stored via 
Web cookie 

Computer File Management 
Desktop Search Search queries 

Computer file index (Op-
tional) 

Search queries visible to 
Google under certain cir-
cumstances 
Desktop file index is 
stored on Google’s serv-
ices if using Search Across 
Computers 

Internet Browsing 
Bookmarks Favorite websites 

When visited 
 

Notebook Notes and clippings 
Sites annotated 
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Product Information Collected Notes 
Toolbar Search queries 

Websites visited 
Use of some advanced fea-
tures routes all browsing 
traffic through Google 
servers 
 

Web Accelerator Websites visited All browsing traffic is 
routed through Google 
servers 
 

 
The result is a robust infrastructure arming Google with the ability to 

capture and aggregate a wide array of personal and intellectual information 
about its users, extending beyond just the keywords for which they search, 
but also including the news they read, the interests they have, the blogs 
they follow, the books they enjoy, the stocks in their portfolio, their sched-
ule for the coming week, and perhaps the URL of every website they visit. 

6.5 Discussion 

It is easy to think of search engines like Google as one-way information in-
terfaces: you enter a search term, and Google gives you millions of pages 
of information in return. You click on a link, and they direct you to a web-
site, a helpful map, or a news report. But there is an important feedback 
loop; the interface is two-way. More than just the center of gravity of in-
formation seeking online, Google’s information infrastructure also acts as 
a black hole, to continue the metaphor, using its gravitational forces to pull 
as much information about its users into its domain as possible. By moni-
toring and aggregating the results of every Web search performed, every 
image result clicked, every website bookmarked, or every page visited 
with the Toolbar, Google has created sophisticated infrastructure of 
dataveillance. The result is what John Battelle calls a “database of inten-
tions”: 

 
This information represents, in aggregate form, a place holder for the intentions of 
humankind - a massive database of desires, needs, wants, and likes that can be 
discovered, subpoenaed, archived, tracked, and exploited to all sorts of ends. Such 
a beast has never before existed in the history of culture, but is almost guaranteed 
to grow exponentially from this day forward. This artifact can tell us extraordinary 
things about who we are and what we want as a culture. (Battelle 2003) 
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While many of our day-to-day habits – such as using credit cards, ATMs, 
cell phones, or automated toll collection systems – leave countless “virtual 
footprints” of our activities, the panoptic gaze of Google’s infrastructure of 
dataveillance tracks our search histories, e-mails, blog posts or general 
browsing habits, providing “an excellent source of insight into what some-
one is thinking, not just what that person is doing” (Hinman, 2005, p. 23). 

The full effects of the panoptic gaze of Google’s infrastructure of 
dataveillance are difficult to predict, but, like most infrastructures of 
dataveillance, the most obvious effects of Google’s infrastructure relate to 
the exercising of disciplinary power, panoptic sorting, and the general in-
visibility of both its gaze and its power. Clive Norris warns that infrastruc-
tures of dataveillance are often used to “[render] visualization meaningful 
for the basis of disciplinary social control” (Norris 2002, p. 251). Instances 
of how users of Google’s infrastructure were made visible for the exercise 
of disciplinary power include a court ordering Google to provide the com-
plete contents of a user’s Gmail account, including e-mail messages he 
thought were deleted (McCullagh 2006a) and the introduction of evidence 
that a suspected murderer performed a Google search for the words “neck 
snap break” (Cohen 2005). While Google appears to recognize, at least 
partially, the disciplinary threat of storing such robust records of its users 
activities when it announced it would move user data collected from its 
Chinese site outside of the country in order to prevent China’s government 
from being able to access the data without Google’s consent (McMillan 
2006), the company recently agreed to comply with a Brazilian court order 
to release data on users of its Orkut social networking site to help Brazilian 
authorities investigate use of the site related to racism, pedophilia, and 
homophobia (Downie 2006). The possibility of Google providing search 
histories to government bodies for disciplinary action has reached new 
heights within the United States with the passage of the USA PATRIOT 
Act, greatly expanding the ability of law enforcement to access such re-
cords, while restricting the source of the records, such as Google, from 
disclosing any such request has even been made (see Battelle 2005, p. 197-
204). 

Google’s infrastructure of dataveillance also spawns instances of 
“panoptic sorting” where users of Google are identified, assessed and clas-
sified “to coordinate and control their access to the goods and services that 
define life in the modern capitalist economy” (Gandy 1993, p. 15). Google, 
like most for-profit search engine providers, is financially motivated col-
lect as much information as possible about each user: receiving personal-
ized search results might contribute to a user’s allegiance to a particular 
search engine service, increasing exposure to that site’s advertising part-
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ners as well as improving chances the user would use fee-based services. 
Similarly, search engines can charge higher advertising rates when ads are 
accurately placed before the eyes of users with relevant needs and interests 
(Hansell 2005). Through the panoptic gaze of its diverse suite of products, 
Google collects as much information as possible about an individual’s be-
havior, and considers it to be potentially useful in the profiling and catego-
rization of a user’s potential economic value: recognizing that targeted ad-
vertising will be the “growth engine of Google for a very long time”, 
Google CEO Eric Schmidt stressed the importance of collecting user in-
formation for economic gain, acknowledging that “Google knows a lot 
about the person surfing, especially if they have used personal search or 
logged into a service such as Gmail” (Miller 2006). 

Perhaps the most potent aspect of the technological gaze of Google’s in-
frastructure of dataveillance is its relative invisibility, indispensability, and 
apparent inescapability. The majority of Web searchers are not aware that 
search engines have the ability to actively track users’ search behavior 
(Fallows 2005, p. 21; Kopytoff 2006), and as Google continues to expand 
its information infrastructure4, it becomes arduous for everyday users to 
recognize the data collection threats of these services, and easier to take 
the design Google’s infrastructure of dataveillance merely “at interface 
value” (Turkle 1995, p. 103). Greg Elmer warns of the dangers of such an 
environment where the collection of personal information is a prerequisite 
of participation inevitably entrenches power in the hands of the technology 
designers:  

  
Ultimately, what both requesting and requiring personal information highlight is 
the centrality of producing, updating, and deploying consumer profiles – simula-
tions or pictures of consumer likes, dislikes, and behaviors that are automated 
within the process of consuming goods, services, or media and that increasingly 
anticipate our future needs and wants based on our aggregated past choices and 
behaviors. And although Foucault warns of the self-disciplinary model of punish-
ment in panoptic surveillance, computer profiling, conversely, oscillates between 
seemingly rewarding participation and punishing attempts to elect not to divulge 
personal information. (Elmer 2004, p. 5-6) 
 

This blurring of punishments and rewards – subtle requests and not so 
subtle commands for personal information – reoccurs in Google’s informa-
tion interface where the default settings and arrangement of services make 
                                                        
4 Recent additions to Google’s product suite include Web-based word processor 

and spreadsheet services, enterprise solutions for business use, online digital 
photo sharing, website authoring tools, an online database package, and the 
widely-popular video hosting website YouTube. 
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the collection of personal information automatic and difficult to resist, and 
many are willing to join “Planet Google” with only scant hesitation: “I 
don’t know if I want all my personal information saved on this massive 
server in Mountain View, but it is so much of an improvement on how life 
was before, I can’t help it” (Williams 2006). As with Bentham’s panopti-
con, Google’s infrastructure of dataveillance places its users under an al-
most invisible gaze, resulting in a kind of anticipatory conformity, 
whereby the divulgence of personal information become both routinized 
and internalized. 

6.6 Conclusion 

By amassing a tantalizing collection of, admittedly, innovative and useful 
tools, coupled with requiring the divulgence of personal information as a 
precondition for using many of its search-related products and services, 
Google has constructed an information-seeking environment whereby 
which individuals are continuously integrated into a larger infrastructure of 
dataveillance. Their quest for the perfect search engine has resulted in the 
emergence of a robust infrastructure of dataveillance that can quickly be-
come the basis of disciplinary social control. Repeating Roger Clark’s 
warning about the effects of dataveillance: 

 
[A] real impact of dataveillance is the reduction in the meaningfulness of individ-
ual actions, and hence in self- reliance and self- responsibility. Although this may 
be efficient and even fair, it involves a change in mankind's image of itself, and 
risks sullen acceptance by the masses and stultification of the independent spirit 
needed to meet the challenges of the future. …In general, mass dataveillance tends 
to subvert individualism and the meaningfulness of human decisions and actions. 
(Clarke 1988, p. 508) 
 
Thus a Faustian bargain emerges with the quest for the perfect search en-
gine: The perfect search engine promises breadth, depth, efficiency, and 
relevancy, but enables the widespread collection of personal and intellec-
tual information in the name of its perfect recall. If left unchecked, poten-
tial cost of this bargain is nothing less than the “individualism and the 
meaningfulness of human decisions and actions.”  

What options exist for renegotiating our Faustian bargain with the per-
fect search engine? One avenue for changing the terms of the Faustian 
bargain is to enact laws to regulate the capture and use of personal infor-
mation by Web search engines. A recent gathering of leading legal schol-
ars and industry lawyers to discuss the possibility of regulating search en-
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gines revealed, however, that viable and constitutional solutions are diffi-
cult to conceive, let alone agree upon.5 Alternatively, the search engine in-
dustry could self-regulate, creating strict policies regarding the capture, 
aggregation, and use of personal data via their services. But as Chris 
Hoofnagle reminds us, “We now have ten years of experience with privacy 
self-regulation online, and the evidence points to a sustained failure of 
business to provide reasonable privacy protections” (2005, p. 1). Given 
search engine companies’ economic interests in capturing user information 
for powering the perfect search engine, relying solely on self-regulation 
will likely be unsatisfying.  

A third option is to affect the design of the technology itself. As Larry 
Lessig notes, “how a system is designed will affect the freedoms and con-
trol the system enables” (2001, p. 35), I argue that technological design is 
one of the critical junctures for society to re-negotiate its Faustian bargain 
with the perfect search engine in order to preserve a sense of “individual-
ism and the meaningfulness of human decisions and actions.” Potential de-
sign variables include whether default settings for new products or services 
automatically enroll users in data-collecting processes – or whether the 
process can be turned off. Or the extent to which different products should 
be interconnected: For example, if a user signs up to use Gmail, should the 
Personalized Search automatically be activated? Should the user automati-
cally be logged in to other services? Ideally, new tools can be developed to 
give users access and control over the personal information collected: In 
the spirit of the Code of Fair Information Practices, a Google Data Privacy 
Center should be built to allow users to view all their personal data col-
lected, make changes and deletions, restrict how it is used, and so on. 
Through such an intervention in the design of the perfect search engine, 
there is hope that our Faustian bargain can be re-negotiated to counter the 
disciplinary effects of its gaze.  
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ABSTRACT
A welcome but unintended consequence of recent state dis-
closure laws in the U.S. (most notably California SB 1386),
has been a continuous stream of privacy breaches reported in
the mass media. In this paper, we provide empirical analysis
of disclosed breaches for the period of 2005-2006 to better
understand what is happening in aggregate (overall patterns
and trends) beyond the often sensational individual cases
reported in the media. By processing raw data from the
best available sources, we have created an Internet-accessible
database that can be queried for breach statistics and a data
set that can be shared so that our analysis can be validated,
as well as enable future analysis by other researchers. The
statistical analysis we report here is a first step toward an-
swering the important and complex questions of why privacy
breaches are occurring and what may be the best practices
to prevent and mitigate their effects. Policy formulation to
address privacy breaches is already in process at the orga-
nization, state, and national levels largely driven by mass
media coverage – it is our hope decision-makers take the em-
pirical evidence we report here into consideration.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—
Security and Protection; H.3.4 [Information Systems]: In-
formation Storage and Retrieval—Systems and Software; D.4.2
[Software]: Operating Systems—Storage Management

Keywords
privacy breaches, breach disclosure laws, storage security

1. INTRODUCTION
What do these trios of organizations have in common?
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1. Bank of America, Fidelity, and Bank of Bermuda

2. U.S. Departments of Agriculture, Treasury, and Veter-
ans Affairs

3. Verizon, T-Mobile, and AOL

4. Ford, Boeing, and JetBlue

5. the Medical Centers of University of Washington, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, and Delta Blood Bank

These trios represent a wide range within five of the eight
critical national infrastructures (in the U.S.) with disclosed
privacy breaches that have been reported in the mass me-
dia between 2005-2006 [2, 3, 15]: (1) banking and finance,
(2) government services, (3) telecommunications, (4) trans-
portation, and (5) emergency services. 1 PrivacyRightsCle-
aringHouse reports a total of 90 million records containing
sensitive personal information have been compromised dur-
ing this period [1].

Risks from releasing private information in a breach are
twofold: (1) privacy risk and (2) identity theft fraud [14].
While the cost of personal information being revealed is spe-
cific to each individual and thus hard to quantify2, the cost
of identity theft fraud for individuals typically runs hundreds
of dollars and several years to clear their name and the cost
of identity theft fraud for organizations has been estimated
to be in the tens of billions of dollars [5].

This is a new problem because third parties now control
private data that used to be under an individual’s direct con-
trol – data that used to be controlled exclusively by individ-
uals physically within their own home – is now increasingly
stored by third parties with Internet operations that may or
may not invest in protecting private data [14]. For example,
personal mail, finances, shopping behavior, and work/leisure
activities that used to leave only physical traces that could

1PDD-63 identifies these eight critical infrastructures[8].
The critical infrastructures not represented in these trios are
(6) electric power, (7) oil and gas, and (8) water.
2For example, the cost of making private medical information
public is dependent on whether the person has a condition
he or she wants to remain secret or not. Thus the cost to an
individual for revealing private medical information may vary
from zero to lifetime career earnings for medical conditions
that, if exposed, could terminate a career.



be physically contained now leave Internet traces with third
parties.

The only reason we know about most privacy breaches are
new state laws mandating disclosure to affected parties of
incidents that release private data due to security compro-
mise. In the past, organizations did not notify affected par-
ties when their private data was compromised, leaving them
at risk for identity theft fraud often only to find out when
it was too late. New state disclosure laws allow individuals
to take proactive steps to safeguard their identities after a
compromise has occurred – thus returning control of private
data back to individuals.

Disclosure laws have done much more than giving individ-
uals notice, they have also improved protection by providing
metrics upon which to measure security where no metrics
existed before. However, since there are typically no pub-
lic disclosure requirements in state laws and disclosure laws
have not been actively enforced, reporting in the mass media
has been spotty and focused on the sensational rather than
insightful analysis.

The goal of this paper is to provide both comprehensive
and in-depth analysis of privacy breaches beyond mass media
reports by processing raw data from a combination of best
available sources for patterns and emerging trends. In previ-
ous work, we framed a storage security threat model which
organized potential attacks into categories along multiple di-
mensions [11]. In this work, we seek to understand the
risks from potential attacks by analyzing the mechanisms,
frequency, and impact of privacy breaches from empirical
data. While past experience may or may not be indicative of
future attacks, understanding vulnerabilities that are being
exploited in the current environment is an important start-
ing point for future improvement. Future attacks are unpre-
dictable, but known risks can be measured to serve as a foun-
dation for looking ahead. Due diligence dictates that security
investment to mitigate risks should be based on evidence;
otherwise it will expose the organization to continuing pri-
vacy breaches and liability from shareholder/customer/third-
party lawsuits [12].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the current privacy disclosure laws in the
U.S. (at the time of publication). Section 3 provides details
about the best available data sources we use in this inves-
tigation. Section 4 presents statistical processing results (in
multiple dimensions) describing the source data along with
analysis. Section 5 provides a brief overview of related work.
We end with a summary and future work in Section 6.

2. PRIVACY BREACH DISCLOSURE LAWS
In the U.S., 28 states have enacted privacy breach laws

(at time of publication), see Table 2 at the end of the paper.
These state laws are similar but may have different require-
ments for notice trigger, timing, content, and recipients [13].
While other federal laws3 also require reporting of storage se-

3Federal laws relevant to reporting storage security status
include: Sarbanes-Oxley, Gramm-Leach-Bliley, and HIPAA.
For example, within Sarbanes-Oxley Law of 2002, Section
404 requires companies to document the effectiveness of in-
ternal controls/procedures and Section 409 requires real-time
disclosure of information that changes the financial condition
or operation of the company [4].

curity status of different various forms, these federal laws are
focused on compliance with financial requirements for com-
panies and non-profit organizations to federal regulators. In
contrast, when private information is compromised, privacy
breach state laws typically require only direct notification
between the third party organization with the compromise
and each affected individual without involvement from fed-
eral/state regulators or any level of law enforcement. Private
information is defined to be any of the following: social se-
curity numbers, drivers license number, bank account num-
bers, credit/debit card numbers, as well as any other personal
identifying information.

While the compromise of any individual identity has the
potential for fraud, it should be noted that experience in-
dicates only a percentage of compromised private data will
be involved in identity theft fraud. For example, criminal
investigators have found only 800 cases of fraud among the
163,000 identities exposed by the ChoicePoint privacy breach
in 2004 (less than 0.5%) [9]. Nearly all breach disclosure laws
provide an exemption if the personal data was encrypted at
the time of the compromise [13].

3. DATA SOURCES
Privacy breach disclosure laws are currently established

only in the United States and are not enacted in every state.
However, even in the growing number of states that have
such laws, disclosure reporting is only required between the
organization and the affected parties (employees, customers,
etc.) and there is no requirement for public reporting. As
a result, there is no comprehensive data source on privacy
breaches although there are several lists of breach incidents
actively maintained on websites [1, 3].

Potential costs to an organization for a privacy breach re-
ported in the mass media includes damage to reputation,
loss of current/future customers, liability from other state’s
laws, and possible lawsuits from shareholders/customers. In
the privacy breaches that have been disclosed, many were
reported in the mass media first before being disclosed; thus
leading one to infer that many privacy breaches required to
be disclosed by law are not being disclosed unless forced to
do so.4

No organization has been sued for not disclosing a privacy
breach they were required by law to disclose. However, sev-
eral organizations (particularly ChoicePoint) have been sued
for negligence by parties affected by privacy breaches that
were disclosed. This provides an additional economic incen-
tive not to disclose privacy breaches.

Since there is not a standard format for disclosures, infor-
mation that would be valuable for analysis is reported incon-
sistently and often not reported at all. In this paper, we have
attempted to provide the best available view of disclosed pri-
vacy breaches by merging data from the two leading sources
of privacy breaches: PrivacyRights.org [1] and Attrition.org
[2]. The time period of analysis is between January 1, 2005
and June 5, 2006.5 PrivacyRights.org has 182 privacy breach

4For example, ChoicePoint first disclosed its 2005 breach
only to California residents which had the first disclosure
law in the nation and later disclosed to residents in other
states and the District of Columbia, as new state laws were
enacted.
5For final publication we intend to extend this period to June



incidents for this period. For each report, this data source
provides date of the incident, organization name, type of
breach, and number of records lost. Attrition.org has infor-
mation on 183 privacy breach incidents for this same period.
For each entry, it lists the following information: date, orga-
nization name, type of business, specific information about
the business, type of data, specific nature of data, whether
a third party was involved in data handling and loss, total
records lost, and a reference to the notification or news item
related to the breach.

We have manually merged these two lists into a single data
set containing 219 breach reports for the time period and
then manually entered this data set into a database sys-
tem. This database containing disclosed privacy breaches
2005-2006 upon which our analysis is based is available for
query via the Internet at the following URL: url blinded for
WESII’06 peer review. To our knowledge, this is the most
comprehensive data set on disclosed privacy breaches and its
availability will both validate the results we report in this
paper as well as enable future work by other researchers.

4. ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the data obtained from the

two data source, and represent the data in various graphical
formats in order to communicate the essence of the data set
we have assembled. Unless otherwise noted, all values are
rounded to the nearest integer.

Table 1 shows an overview of the nature of the data we
analyzed. It shows the mean, median, standard deviation,
confidence interval, and high / low values for the number of
breach incidents and total records lost per month and per
incident, during the chosen time interval.

It is interesting to see the large standard deviations from
Table 1. This is because the data set contains two breach
incidents which were vastly larger than the others, making
the record size statistics highly skewed. The difference be-
tween the average values and the high values for record sizes
reflects this, resulting in the large standard deviation.

4.1 Type of Organizations

Figure 1: Reported privacy breach incidents by or-
ganization.

30, 2006 to have exactly 1.5 years of data for comparison.

Disclosure

Statis-

tics (3

significant

digits)

Frequency of

disclosures per

month

Record Size per

month

Record Size per

incident

Mean 12.11 5.74M 589K

Standard

deviation

5.68 14.9M 3.8M

95% Con-

fidence

Interval

around

Mean

9.48 – 14.74 0 – 12.6M 26.6K – 1.15M

Median 12 913K 20K

High 21 57.8M 40M

Low 2 42K 13

Table 1: Overview of statistical information.

Figure 2: Breakdown of privacy breach incidents by
organization.

Fig. 1 and 2 show that educational institutions consti-
tuted the largest portion of reported security breaches. Out
of 219 reported cases, we find that 35% of the cases were re-
ported from educational institutions. Businesses accounted
for 25% of reports, followed by Medical organizations (11%) ,
State organizations (10%), and banks (10%). Now, the large
number of incidents from educational institutions can be ex-
plained in two ways: either the security considerations for
records are not strict, or educational institutions are more
likely to report breach incidents, even in absence of laws
mandating breach reporting.

In Fig.4, we show the percentage of total records lost for
each type of organization. While Fig. 1 shows that educa-
tional institutions reported the most breaches, they account
for only 2% of total records lost. The largest number of
records lost were from business institutions (35%), followed
by federal agencies (30%).

4.2 Type of Data
Fig. 5 shows the types of data items lost through breaches.

We categorized the type of records into the following cate-



Figure 3: Reported privacy records lost by organi-
zations.

Figure 4: Reported privacy records lost by organi-
zation.

gories: social security numbers (SSN), names and addresses
(NAA), credit card numbers (CCN), medical records (MED),
account information (ACC), tax information (TAX), pass-
words (PASS), miscellaneous data (MISC), and unknown
records (UNK).

From the figure, we can see that, social security numbers
were by far the most common data stolen or lost. In 135
out of the 219 reported breaches (62%), SSN’s were lost or
stolen. This is understandable as social security numbers can
be used effectively in various identity theft activities. The
next most common type is name/address information, which
amounted to 96 entries (44%). followed by credit card num-
bers, 15%, unknown record types, 11%, and account num-
bers 10%. Note that in many cases, more than one data
types were among the lost/stolen records.

4.3 Type of breach
Fig. 6 shows the breakdown of different types of breaches.

It shows that, 41% of the attacks occurred via external in-
trusion, implying a system breach or other type of malicious
attack by external entities. The next most common type of
breach was physical attack, covering 36% of total breaches.

Figure 5: Reported Breaches by Data Type.

Figure 6: Type of breaches.

By this, we imply cases where loss or theft of media (tapes,
hard drives, portable drives) or hardware (laptops, comput-
ers) occurred. Interestingly, many of these physical losses
were due to loss or theft of laptops or backup tapes, often
from cars or employee residences. These could perhaps be
easily prevented via strict security policies regarding transfer
of data to laptops, not allowing data to be taken to employee
residences, and mandatory encryption of all types of data in
transit. Data breach due to mis-configuration covered 12%
of total breaches; these are cases where the data records were
inadvertently exposed on the web or via email. Insider at-
tacks by malicious insiders constitute 9% of the attacks, while
accidental data loss via offline methods (e.g. SSN printed on
mail labels) was the least of all – covering only 3% of total
breaches.

4.4 Times of breach
Here, Fig. 7 shows the breakdown of number of reported

breaches per month. Interestingly, the number of breaches
per month shows a periodicity – with a peak attained in June
2005 followed by a fall in October 2005, before peaking again
in February / March 2006. While there is no clear explana-
tion for this, a possibility is the lapse in security during the



Figure 7: Breach incidents per month (Jan 2005-Jun
2006.

end of the financial year.

Figure 8: Percentage of records lost per month (Jan
2005-Jun 2006.

Fig. 8 shows the percentage of number of records affected
per month. The figure shows two spikes - one in June 2005,
and the other in May 2006. The former refers to a breach
of CardSystems, resulting in loss of 40 million credit card
records. The latter is the recent breach of social security
numbers and other information of the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs. Fig. 9 shows corresponding spikes in av-
erage number of records lost per month on a log scale so
months with non-spike events are more visible. It also shows
that the average number of records/month is approximately
106.

4.5 Breach Sizes
The appendix of this paper has four scatter diagrams to

better understand sizes. Fig. 10 is a scatter diagram of
record size lost by date and shows peak events in early sum-
mer and a continuous clustering at mid-levels throughout the
year.

Fig. 12 is a scatter diagram of record size lost by breach

Figure 9: Number of records lost per month (log
scale), Jan 2005-Jun 2006.

type and clearly shows physical breaches have a higher ten-
dency than external breaches. Inside attacks are widely dis-
tributed while offline/online exposure are sparsely clustered
at mid-levels.

Fig. 11 is a scatter diagram of distribution of different
categories of data types throughout the time period.

Fig. 13 is a scatter diagram of record size lost per or-
ganization type and clearly shows education and businesses
similarly clustered with more events than other organiza-
tions although businesses has some high volume events with
no counterparts in educational organizations.

4.6 Case Study Across Organizational Types
The appendix of this paper has four sets of figures to com-

pare different characteristics of privacy breaches across the
top four different organization types in terms of number of
breaches: (1) educational, (2) businesses, (3) banks, and (4)
medical institutions.

Figs. 14-17 show reported breaches over the period of
study – while reported breaches for banks and medical in-
stitutions are relatively constant in volume, the reported
breaches for education and businesses is more cyclical re-
flecting the nature of their operations.

Figs. 18-21 show reported records lost per month – busi-
nesses peak to lose the most records while education has a
steady level on non-peak records lost (note Y-axis is not the
same between education and business).

Figs. 22-25 show reported breaches by breach type – while
banks and medical institutions are dominated by physical
breaches, businesses are relatively balanced between physi-
cal and external intrusions, and education is dominated by
external intrusions.

Figs. 26-29 show reported breaches per data type – while
education and banks are dominated by SSN breaches, busi-
nesses are dominated by credit card breaches, and medical
institutions are dominated by miscellaneous medical identi-
fiers. It must be noted that the data type in this category
is not mutually exclusive, multiple data types can be lost in
a single breach. The breach data type may be the closest
distinguishing characteristic for types of different organiza-



tions.

5. RELATED WORK
We are aware of only three related efforts to analyze pri-

vacy security breaches. First, in [15] the authors summarize
selected privacy security incidents reported in the press since
2000. At present [15] is limited in its analysis due to the
small set of incidents and biased sampling but the authors
state the report will be updated regularly so time will show
the value of this work.

In [15], it is claimed that almost half of the security breaches
occurred at institutions of higher education. Fig.2 shows that,
considering the number of breach incidents, educational in-
stitutions indeed are the most vulnerable to privacy breaches
(with 35% of total breaches). However, this does not take
into account the number of total records affected. Fig. 4
shows the fraction of total affected records to be the highest
in case of business entities (35%), while educational insti-
tutions account for only 3%. This is because, typically, the
number of records lost from an educational institutions is not
as high as that from business entities. [15] also claims that,
In 2005, a stolen computer (desktop, laptop, or hard drive)
was the cause of the security breach 20% of the time. Our
analysis in Fig. 6 shows that 36% of breaches were due to
such thefts which is a consistent although not exact result.

Second, from the State Government of California, [6] rec-
ommends best practices for organizations responsible for pro-
tecting personal information including making breach notifi-
cations to individuals. In addition to recommendations, [6]
also includes lessons learned from studying breach notifica-
tions in California.6 It makes several claims based on experi-
ence of being the first state to have enacted a privacy breach
disclosure law in 2003. The report suggests more precautions
should be taken to prevent physical losses, the most preva-
lent form of privacy breach (53%) in California. As shown
in Fig. 6, the nationwide average for physical privacy breach
is 36%. Next, the report claims that in California, loss of
social security numbers are the most common type of data
breach at 85%). Fig. 5 shows the nationwide figure we report
is 61.64%, distantly followed by credit card numbers (15%),
name and address (10%), and account information (10%).
Thus our results are similar to both findings from the State
of California.

Third, [7] studies the impact of privacy breaches on stock
market valuation. The events used in [7] are limited to those
affecting publicly traded firms and include different types of
security incidents not limited to privacy breach disclosures.7

While firms are an important part, they are still only part of
the overall security breach picture. By excluding non-profit
organizations (e.g. universities, hospitals, etc) and govern-
ment agencies, and focusing on many different types of secu-
rity events (not just privacy breaches), the data analysis in
[7] cannot be compared directly to our work which focuses
exclusively on privacy breaches across all organizations.

6Of course this analysis is limited to the unique environment
within the State of California although many/most of the
businesses in question with privacy breach disclosures have
national presence.
7the [7] source data includes websites, mailing lists, news
feeds, and blogs and was not made publicly available.

6. SUMMARY
There is in progress a multi-level response to the privacy

breaches reported in the mass media. At the national level,
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget has issued recent
security directives that all Federal agencies encrypt classi-
fied/sensitive data on a laptop (or other handheld device),
implement two-factor authentication for all remote data ac-
cess, require remote or wireless users to re-authenticate af-
ter 30 minutes of inactivity, and the reporting of privacy
breaches within one hour.[10] At the State level, U.S. states
are either enacting a new law where there was no law pre-
viously or amending current laws with a variety of special
requirements. Lastly organizations are now labeling data
and protecting it with security solutions increasingly similar
to classified environments.

While personal data on networked devices will always be
subject to some risk, with investment the level of risk can
be managed. This work is only a start to preventing and
mitigating privacy breaches by analyzing and thus better un-
derstanding the demonstrated risks in the current environ-
ment January 2005 – June 2006. Recommending the type
and level security solutions should have direct relationship
to potential threats (threat modeling), probability of event
occurrence (empirical event data analysis), potential event
impact (empirical event data analysis) along with the trade-
offs and risk posture unique to different organizational en-
vironments. To do otherwise invites disaster in that chosen
security solutions may not match the actual threats resulting
in wasted investment, performance degradation, service de-
nial, civil/criminal liability, and continued data compromise.
We have carefully restrained ourselves from recommending
security solutions since that is a next study to build upon
this empirical event analysis.
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Figure 10: Scatter diagram for number of records lost by date.

Figure 11: Scatter diagram for data types lost by date.



Figure 12: Scatter diagram for number of records lost by breach types.

Figure 13: Scatter diagram for number of records lost by organization type.



Figure 14: Reported breaches per month: Educa-
tional institutions.

Figure 15: Reported breaches per month: business
institutions

Figure 16: Reported breaches per month: banks Figure 17: Reported breaches per month: medical
institutions



Figure 18: Reported records lost per month: Edu-
cational institutions.

Figure 19: Reported records lost per month: busi-
ness institutions

Figure 20: Reported records lost per month: banks Figure 21: Reported records lost per month: med-
ical institutions



Figure 22: Reported breaches by breach type: edu-
cational institutions.

Figure 23: Reported breaches by breach type: busi-
ness institutions

Figure 24: Reported breaches by breach type:
banks

Figure 25: Reported breaches by breach type: med-
ical institutions



Figure 26: Reported breaches by data type: Edu-
cational institutions.

Figure 27: Reported breaches by data type: busi-
ness institutions

Figure 28: Reported breaches by data type: banks Figure 29: Reported breaches by data type: medical
institutions



States Start
Date

State
Law

Responsible Party Likelihood
of Harm
Threshold

Best Prac-
tices Re-
quired

(1) California 07/01/03 SB 1386 entities conducting business, sepa-
rate section for state agencies

no yes

(2) Arkansas 03/31/05 SB 1167 entities conducting business yes yes
(3) Georgia 05/06/05 SB 230 data brokers only, excludes state

agencies
no no

(4) North Dakota 06/01/05 SB 2251 entities conducting business no no
(5) Delaware 06/28/05 HB 116 entities conducting business no no
(6) Florida 07/01/05 HB 481 entities conducting business yes no
(6) Tennessee 07/01/05 HB 2170 “information holder” including

people, business, or state agency
yes no

(8) Washington 07/24/05 SB 6043 any person or business, plus state
agencies

yes no

(9) Texas 09/01/05 SB 122 a person that conducts business no yes
(10) Nevada 12/01/05 SB 347 data collectors, including all enti-

ties and state agencies
yes yes

(10) North Car-
olina

12/01/05 SB 1048 any person or state agency no no

(12) New York 12/08/05 SB 5827 any person or business no no
(13) Connecticut 01/01/06 SB 650 any person that conducts business yes no
(13) Illinois 01/01/06 HB 1633 data collectors, including all enti-

ties and state agencies
no no

(13) Louisiana 01/01/06 SB 205 any person or agency yes no
(13) Minnesota 01/01/06 HF 2121 entities conducting business, sec-

tion for state agencies
no no

(13) New Jersey 01/01/06 A4001 a business or public entity yes yes
(18) Maine 01/31/06 LD 1671 data brokers only, excludes state

agencies
no no

(19) Ohio 02/15/06 HB 104 any person or state agency yes no
(20) Montana 03/01/06 HB 732 entities conducting business, plus

special requirements for insurers
yes yes

(20) Rhode Island 03/01/06 HB 6191 any state agency or person, includ-
ing all businesses]

yes yes

(22) Wisconsin 03/31/06 SB 164 entities conducting business no no
(23) Oklahoma 06/08/06 HB 2357 only state entities no no
(24) Indiana 06/30/06 503 person or government agency no no
(24) Pennsylvania 06/30/06 SB 712 any entity yes no
(26) Idaho 07/01/06 28-51-

104
entities conducting business yes no

(27) Nebraska 07/13/06 LB 876 entities conducting business yes no
(28) Colorado 09/01/06 6-1-

7161a
entities conducting business yes no

(29) Arizona 12/31/06 SB 1338 entities conducting business yes yes
(30) Hawaii 01/01/07 SB 2290 entities conducting business no no
(30) Kansas 01/01/07 SB 196 entities conducting business yes no
(30) New Hamp-
shire

01/01/07 HB 1660 entities conducting business yes no

(30) Utah 01/01/07 SB 69 entities conducting business yes no
(30) Vermont 01/01/07 SB 284 entities conducting business no no

Table 2: Summary of State Laws for Privacy Breach Disclosures adapted from: (1) “State Laws Governing Security

Breach Notification”, Crowell Moring LLP, 01/25/06. http://www.crowell.com/; (2) “Security Breach Notice Legisla-

tion: Effective Dates, and Security Breach Notification Chart,” Perkins Cole Attorneys Al Gidari, Barry Reingold, and

Matt Staples; and (3) “Notice of Security Breach State Laws,” Consumer Union, June 27, 2006.
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